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At Oxford University Press (OUP), we believe in the power of the written word and
the scholarship that stands behind it. Everything we publish relates directly to our
mission: to support Oxford University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship,
and education. As a publisher, we take pride in this mission, which allows us to enable,
support, and facilitate research and scholarship. As a not-for-profit organisation, we
generate revenue in order to publish, and to support the University’s wider educational
mission. We share the University’s uncompromising standards, defining qualities,
and belief in the transformative power of education to inspire progress and realise
human potential.
Visit oup.com.au/mission for more information.
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WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

The 2nd edition of Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with
the requirements of the Australian Curriculum: English, and helps students connect
grammar features to a writing purpose.
A practical teaching program designed to support and engage primary students who have
fallen behind in maths by building their confidence and bridging the gaps to success.

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Features non-fiction texts for middle-upper primary linked to the science curriculum.

Provides comprehensive coverage of the Science and Humanities and Social Sciences
curricula for Years F–6 across a suite of print and digital resources, including a new
student dashboard for Years F–2.
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A comprehensive and
engaging mathematics
program

What are Oxford’s primary mathematics resources?

Your differentiation solution for teaching mathematics

From targeted teaching and extension programs to teacher support, Oxford offers a market-leading range of primary mathematics resources.
Our print and digital resources can be trusted to help you unlock the maths potential of every student.

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive and engaging mathematics program for F–6 that ensures every student can access the
curriculum at their own point of need. It offers multiple pathways for students of varying ability, and supports the ‘gradual release of responsibility’
approach, where initial scaffolding is gradually reduced to allow students to become confident and independent mathematicians.

SERIES OVERVIEW

Designed by experienced classroom teachers, Oxford Maths supports sequential acquisition of mathematical skills and knowledge, and is fully
aligned with the Australian and Victorian Curricula and the NSW Syllabus.
y A whole-school mathematics program that supports differentiation in the classroom.
y Helps students make connections with mathematics in the real world.

A balanced approach
Oxford Maths includes a wealth of hands-on activities, small-group and whole-class tasks, practice exercises and open-ended, problem-solving
opportunities. It helps students make connections with mathematics in the real world and encourages higher-order thinking and reasoning.
The program comprises:
y Student Books
y Assessment Books with pre- and post-tests for every topic
y Teacher Dashboards with learning support and resources, and Markbook for online assessment, tracking and reporting
y Practice and Mastery Books
y Student Dashboards with online pre- and post-tests, plus practice quizzes and learning resources for every topic.

y Teacher handbooks with ideas to support and engage students who have fallen behind.
y Helps build student confidence and bridge the gaps to success.

y A rigorous mathematics program that supports recall and fluency.
y Tried and trusted for more than 20 years, Maths Plus supports practice and consolidation.
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Student Book

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that every
student can access the curriculum at their point of need.
It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers
to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,
concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the
Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:
Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities
•

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge
and mastery activities that allow students to explore
and apply their knowledge
Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests

•

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,

for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

f
297 x 210 mm

for australian schools
annie facchinetti

4 colours CMYK

Spine: 8mm

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that every
student can access the curriculum at their point of need.
It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers
to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,
concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the
Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South
Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:
•

Student Books with guided, independent and

•

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge

extended practice opportunities
and mastery activities that allow students to explore
and apply their knowledge
Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction
for the learning sequence, support materials such as

www.oxfordowl.com.au

videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

ISBN 978-0-19-032491-9

9 780190 324919
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-032492-6

FAC_OM_2E_SBF_24919_CVR_SI.indd 1

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help
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An essential reference resource for students, teachers and parents with the latest terminology and
mathematical concepts.

annie facchinetti

1

The approach used in Oxford Maths is
designed to ensure that every student
can experience success at their level.

second
edition

11/3/20 8:58 am

9 780190 324926

Practical advice on how teachers can create their own open-ended and problem-solving questions,
and use them effectively in the classroom.

1

for australian schools

facchinetti

Encourages sustained thinking, decision-making and risk-taking by students, helping them to persist
and succeed in their mathematics learning.

•
•

Student Book

oxford maths

oxford maths

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

f

facchinetti

•

FAC_OM_2E_24926_CVR

oxford maths

Student Book

y The only advanced maths series written for Australian primary students.
y Can be easily adopted and implemented as an extension program with Maths Plus.

•

oxford maths

Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South

Student Book

second
edition

maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
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MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics resources
for every skill level

– Annie Facchinetti
11/3/20 9:07 am

Talk to us
Talk to us about Oxford Maths if you are looking for:
y a whole-school mathematics program that supports differentiation in the classroom
y formative and summative assessments to determine point of need and measure learning progress
y comprehensive and accessible digital teaching resources.
5

What does Oxford Maths for Australian Schools look like in
the classroom?

Look inside
Student Books

PRETEST 3

UNIT 1: TOPIC 4 Subtracting in your head
UNIT 1: TOPIC 5 Exploring subtraction

1

13 – 3 =

3

Write the answer.

11

10

9

2

12 – 3 is the
same as:

4

Choose a strategy and find the
answer to 24 – 9.

6

Write a subtraction fact that
matches this addition fact:

8

12 – 2 – 2

12 – 2 – 3

12 – 2 – 1

12 – 1 – 1

16 – 7 =

UNIT 1: TOPIC 5

5

The number line shows that:
–1 –1 –1 –1 –1 –1
0

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3 + 9 = 12
8

9

10

8–5=3

9–6=3

8–4=4

8–6=2

What is the difference between
13 and 18?

–

8

=

Write two subtraction facts
to match this addition fact:
12 + 11 = 23
–

=

–

=

Access the topic
pre-test via the
Assessment Book
or the Teacher
Choose the
Dashboard, or direct
appropriate learning
students to the
sequence for each
adaptive pre-test
student via the
on the Student
Teacher Dashboard.
Dashboard.

A worked example of
the concept is provided.

The guided practice section provides an
opportunity to practise skills, supported by
careful scaffolding.

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

UNIT 1: TOPIC 4

The Oxford Maths Student Books are an integral part of
the Oxford Maths series and consist of:
y a clear and simple layout to support a developmental
approach that incorporates initial scaffolding, which
is gradually reduced to allow students to become
confident and independent mathematicians
y student activity pages that cover the Mathematics
content strands of Number and Algebra, Measurement
and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability
y topics that follow a scope and sequence, which
supports the sequential acquisition of mathematical
skills, concepts and knowledge.

6
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2

Assess and identify
Use the topic pre-test to quickly identify the level
of each student’s understanding.

Choose the pathway
Identify the learning pathway for each student based
on the pre-test result and your own observations.
The independent practice section allows students to consolidate their
understanding of the concept in different ways, with less scaffolding.

4

3

Assess the results
Use the topic post-test to measure student growth
and identify areas of further need.

Access the topic post-test via
the Assessment Book or the
Teacher Dashboard, or direct
students to the post-test on
the Student Dashboard.

OM_OXMATHS_P&M_CVR

297 x 210 mm

Plan and implement teaching
Choose and prepare activities to effectively support
student learning at their point of need.

4 colours CMYK

The extended practice section offers students opportunities to apply
their learning and extend their understanding in new contexts.

Spine: TBC

Practice and Mastery Book

Australian Curriculum Proficiency Strands

Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for
Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of
mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully
aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the
New South Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:

oxford maths

• Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities
• Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement
activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge
• Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
• Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

Use the Teacher Dashboard to access lesson 2
plans, learning support and teaching resources.
Assign topic-based activities in the Student
Books or Student Dashboard and additional practice
activities in the Practice and Mastery Books.

The Oxford Maths Student Books have an emphasis
on the proficiencies of Understanding and Fluency
in the guided and independent practice sections.
The extended practice section incorporates more
Reasoning and Problem-solving as students apply
their knowledge in new contexts.

oxford maths

for Australian schools

teaching materials.

Differentiation

access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition

to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the

Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

murray

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

Practice and Mastery Book

Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-031263-3

brian murray

9 780190 312633

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

OM_P&M2_12633_CVR_CVR_2pp.indd 2-4
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Look inside
Assessment Books

Pre-test.

Pre-tests:

Post-tests:

y allow educators to identify
students’ point of need and choose
teaching activities that will support
their level of learning
y cover foundational content from
the previous year, as well as the
subject matter for each topic at the
target year level, allowing teachers
to identify the learning pathway
for each student.

y provide the opportunity for educators
to measure student progress and
confirm the effectiveness of the
teaching sequence
y comprehensively cover the target
year level as well as some content
from the next year level, allowing
teachers to measure learning growth
and identify students performing
above the expected standard.

MATHEMATICS

The Oxford Maths Assessment Book allows teachers to quickly understand
the current levels of student understanding of the topic or concept. Teachers
can then choose an appropriate pathway to give struggling students extra
support, extend competent students and consolidate the knowledge of all
students with the resources available on the Oxford Maths Teacher and
Student Dashboard.

8

Teacher Dashboard
The Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
provides online access to a wealth
of resources and support material
for Foundation to Year 6, including
planners, curriculum links and answers.
Used in conjunction with the Oxford
Maths Student Books and Assessment
Books, the dashboard offers teachers
access to clear teaching and learning
pathways that will meet the diverse
needs of students in a single class
and across the whole school.
Used in conjunction with the Student
Dashboard, the Markbook includes
online assessment, tracking and
reporting - topic by topic - for every
student in the class.

Access all units and topics via the menu.

MATHEMATICS

The Oxford Maths Assessment Books provide
teachers with an easily administered, yet
comprehensive, assessment tool. They:
y include short pre- and post-tests for
each topic
y are supported by a suggested teaching
and testing schedule
y provide a simple grading system for
measuring and reporting student progress.

Post-test.

Access resources and Markbook via the tabs.

Projectable Student Book pages for whole-class
and small-group teaching.

Learning activities, including hands-on activities
and small-group and whole-class tasks.

9

Look inside
Student Dashboards

MATHEMATICS

Practice and Mastery Books

Potential Difficulties videos.

The Oxford Maths Practice and Mastery Books
are designed to support the Student Books
and consist of:
y a clear and simple layout consistent with the
user-friendly style of the Student Books
y Practice activities and Challenge activities to
support independent and extended learning
y Mastery activities to incorporate open-ended
learning and problem-solving skills.

‘Practice’ activities consolidate
and reinforce understanding.

‘Challenge’ activities support
and extend learning.

MATHEMATICS

The Oxford Maths Student Dashboards
includes online access to adaptive pre-tests
to determine each student’s level of
understanding, post-assessment tests,
practice quizzes and learning resources
for every topic.

Interactive teaching tools.

BLMs.

Activity Sheets and Mastery Tasks.

10

‘Mastery’ activities allow students to transfer their skills
and understanding to real-world situations.

11

210 x 297mm

1 colour (Black)

No spine (saddle stitched)

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
every student can access the curriculum at their

point of need. It has been designed by experienced

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition

297 x 210 mm

4 colours CMYK

Spine: 8 mm

of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

FAC_OM_2E_24926_CVR

is fully aligned with the Australian and Victorian
curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that
every student can access the curriculum at their

point of need. It has been designed by experienced

4 colours CMYK

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition

Spine: 8mm

of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

oxford maths

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

challenge and mastery activities that allow

students to explore and apply their knowledge
post-tests

instruction for the learning sequence, support

materials such as videos and interactives, and

tests, quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers
to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,

www.oxfordowl.com.au

19/3/20 9:48 am

and mastery activities that allow students to explore

•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction

for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and

9 780190 324919

11/3/20 8:58 am

9780190025137
$24.95

mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully
aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the
New South Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:

5/3/20 2:22 pm

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge
and mastery activities that allow students to explore

4

•
•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction
for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

www.oxfordowl.com.au

for australian schools

FAC_OM_2E_SB4_24957_CVR_SI.indd 1

ISBN 978-0-19-032495-7

ISBN 978-0-19-032496-4

9 780190 324957

9 780190 324964

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

11/3/20 10:10 am

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of
mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

9780190025175
$24.95
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•

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities
Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement
activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge

•
•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

Differentiation

ISBN 978-0-19-031263-3

Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

Differentiation
Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition
to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

brian murray

ISBN 978-0-19-031264-0

9 780190 312640
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

9780190312626
$16.95

4/07/2018 2:40 pm

9780190312633
$16.95
OM_P&M3_12640_CVR_2pp.indd 2-4

4/07/2018 2:48 pm

Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for
Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced

•

oxford maths

Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement

activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge

•
•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

Differentiation
Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition
to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

oxford maths

annie facchinetti

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

for Australian schools

9780190312640
$16.95
OM_P&M4_12657_CVR_2pp.indd 2-4

4/07/2018 2:56 pm

Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement

extended practice opportunities
activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge
•

4

teaching materials.

Student Books with guided, independent and

•

•

ISBN 978-0-19-031265-7

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

5

teaching materials.

Differentiation
Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition
to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

annie facchinetti

ISBN 978-0-19-031266-4

9 780190 312657

9 780190 312664

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

9780190312657
$16.95
OM_P&M5_12664_CVR_2pp.indd 2-4

4/07/2018 3:02 pm

•

Practice and Mastery Books with practice,

•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and

oxford maths

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

Student Books with guided, independent and
5/3/20 11:31 am

extended practice opportunities
Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge
and mastery activities that allow students to explore
and apply their knowledge

second
edition

•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests

•

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction
for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)

•

5
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for australian schools

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-032504-6

Wales Syllabus.

The program includes:

•

second
edition

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pretests, quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

S

class name:

Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South

•

Student Book

post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit
instruction for the learning sequence, support
materials such as videos and interactives, and
Markbook (to track and record student progress)

student can access the curriculum at their point of need.

concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the

brian murray

challenge and mastery activities that allow

It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers

name:

black

for australian schools

students to explore and apply their knowledge

•

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

brian murray

name:

class name:

9 780190 325046

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

MUR_OM_2E_AB6_25046_CVR_SI.indd 1
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61

second
edition

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-032497-1

9 780190 324971
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

297 x 210 mm

4 colours CMYK

9780190025199
$24.95

11/3/20 9:24 am

11/3/20 9:35 am

Spine: TBC

Practice and Mastery Book

Practice and Mastery Book

Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for
Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of

oxford maths

mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully
aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the

for Australian schoolsNew South Wales Syllabus.

The program includes:
•

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

briantomurray
support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,

9 780190 325039

oxford maths

mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully
aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the
New South Wales Syllabus.

for Australian schools

Student Books with guided, independent and

extended practice opportunities

•

3

teaching materials.

9 780190 312633

Practice and Mastery Book

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of

Student Book

second
edition

oxford maths

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

oxford maths

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities

for Australian schools

The program includes:
•

Student Books with guided, independent and

•

Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement

extended practice opportunities
activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge
•
•

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

Differentiation
Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition
to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

brian murray

ISBN 978-0-19-031267-1

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

OM_P&M6_12671_CVR_1pp.indd 2-4

Oxford Maths Ready is a series of teacher handbooks that supports mainstream classroom mathematics by offering learning opportunities for
students who are substantially behind their peers. It gives teachers insights into the potential difficulties faced by these students and ideas to
engage them in successful mathematics learning. This series can be used in conjunction with Oxford Maths for Australian Schools, or as a
support to any other whole-school or classroom maths program.

Overcoming maths anxiety
brian murray

9 780190 312671

9780190312664
$16.95

Building student confidence and bridging the gaps to success

6

teaching materials.

murray

www.oxfordowl.com.au

anita green

•

Spine: TBC

Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced
mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and is fully

activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge

4 colours CMYK

Assessment Book

•

focuses on differentiation
– the key to ensuring that every
for australian
schools

MUR_OM_2E_AB5_25039_CVR_SI.indd 1

New supportive
teacher handbooks

No spine (saddle stitched)

is fully aligned with the Australian and Victorian
curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.
The program includes:

MUR_OM_2E_SB6_24971_CVR_SI.indd 1

murray

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests

5
instruction for the learning sequence, support

materials such as videos and interactives, and

1 colour (Black)

every student can access the curriculum at their
point of need. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition
of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

Spine: 9.5 mm

Practice and Mastery Book

to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation
pathways for students.

Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement

•

5

challenge and mastery activities that allow

students to explore and apply their knowledge
post-tests

210 x 297mm

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that

brian murray

4 colours CMYK

9780190025182
$24.95

11/3/20 9:16 am

Practice and Mastery Book

Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition

Student Books with guided, independent and

•

297 x 210 mm

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of

The program includes:

•

extended practice opportunities

2

teaching materials.

OM_OXMATHS_P&M_CVR

New South Wales Syllabus.

The program includes:

oxford maths

for Australian schools

Spine: TBC

aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the

New South Wales Syllabus.

The program includes:

4 colours CMYK

Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for

aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the

aligned with the Australian and Victorian curricula and the

297 x 210 mm

Practice and Mastery Book

Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of

New South Wales Syllabus.
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Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for

Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced

oxford maths

4 colours CMYK

Practice and Mastery Book

Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for

for Australian schools

297 x 210 mm
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and apply their knowledge

facchinetti

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com
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Spine: TBC

facchinetti

ISBN 978-0-19-031262-6

9 780190 312626

•

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

ISBN 978-0-19-032503-9

edition

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

9780190025168
$24.95

11/3/20 10:14 am

class name:

Wales Syllabus.

second
The program
includes:
•

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit

•

www.oxfordowl.com.au

to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,
concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

oxford maths

annie facchinetti
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www.oxfordowl.com.au

4 colours CMYK

Practice and Mastery Book

green

Access the Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
on oxfordowl.com.au for rich, supportive
teaching resources, digital teaching objects
and informative videos.

9780190025151
$24.95

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,

practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

student can access the curriculum at their point of need.

Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South

9 780190 325022

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Practice and Mastery Books with practice,

Assessment Books featuring pre- and

•

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers

name:

annie facchinetti
MUR_OM_2E_AB4_25022_CVR_SI.indd 1

Practice and Mastery Book

pathways for students.

•

9 780190 324940

11/3/20 9:07 am

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction

for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Practice and Mastery Book

to the gradual release approach of the Student Books, the
Teacher Dashboard helps teachers to choose differentiation

•
•

ISBN 978-0-19-032494-0

9 780190 324933

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge

and mastery activities that allow students to explore

www.oxfordowl.com.au

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help
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and apply their knowledge

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

ISBN 978-0-19-032493-3

Practice and Mastery Book

1

297 x 210 mm

Practice and Mastery Book

Differentiation is key to ensuring that every child can
access the curriculum at their point of need. In addition

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

3
•

3

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction
for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and

•

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-032502-2

Student Books with guided, independent and

extended practice opportunities

OXFORD MATHS PRAC TICE AND MASTERY BOOKS
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1

teaching materials.

Differentiation

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge

record student progress)

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

for australian schools

class name:

•

focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that every

OM_OXMATHS_25046_CVR

for australian schools

297 x 210 mm

oxford maths

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
Online Teacher Dashboard with supportive

practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

oxford maths

oxford maths

Wales Syllabus.

•

•

tests, quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

extended practice opportunities

Markbook (to track and record student progress)

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

oxford maths

•
•

•

Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit

for australian schools

and mastery activities that allow students to explore

Student Book

Practice and Mastery Books with practice,

Assessment Books featuring pre- and

Student Books with guided, independent and

Assessment Book

oxford maths

MUR_OM_SB6_2E_24971_CVR

The program includes:
•

instruction for the learning sequence, support

tests, quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

The program includes:

is fully aligned with the Australian and Victorian
curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.

second
edition

materials such as videos and interactives, and
Markbook (to track and record student progress)

Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South

No spine (saddle stitched)

of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

Spine: 10mm

challenge and mastery activities that allow

edition
student
can access the curriculum at their point of need.

1 colour (Black)

focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that
every student can access the curriculum at their

point of need. It has been designed by experienced

classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition

4 colours CMYK

students to explore and apply their knowledge

•

It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers

9 780190 325015

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: oup.com.au/help
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concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the
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and apply their knowledge
•

•

•

210 x 297mm

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

for australian schools

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities

to support
sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,
brian
murray

name:

ISBN 978-0-19-032501-5

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities

•
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Assessment Book

oxford maths
MUR_OM_SB5_2E_24964_CVR

The program includes:
•

maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

www.oxfordowl.com.au

The program includes:
•

No spine (saddle stitched)

is fully aligned with the Australian and Victorian
curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.

second
focuses
on differentiation – the key to ensuring that every

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

Wales Syllabus.

9 780190 325008

1 colour (Black)

focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that
every student can access the curriculum at their
point of need. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition
of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive

tests, quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

name:
class name:
Australian
and Victorian curricula
and the New South

ISBN 978-0-19-032500-8

210 x 297mm

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

Spine: 9 mm

oxford maths

activities and real-world problems that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,

9780190025144
$24.95

instruction for the learning sequence, support
materials such as videos and interactives, and
Markbook (to track and record student progress)

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: oup.com.au/help

annie facchinetti

2

for the learning sequence, support materials such as
videos and interactives, and Markbook (to track and
record student progress)
•

challenge and mastery activities that allow
students to explore and apply their knowledge

concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the

oxford maths

for australian schools
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oxford maths

extended practice opportunities

Assessment Books featuring pre- and post-tests
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oxford maths

Student Books with guided, independent and
Practice and Mastery Books with reinforcement

oxford maths

•
•

and mastery activities that allow students to explore
and apply their knowledge
Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit instruction

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

4 colours CMYK

MATHEMATICS

Spine: TBC

Foundation to Year 6. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition of

Practice and Mastery Books with practice, challenge

9 780190 324926
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Oxford Maths is a comprehensive maths program for
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extended practice opportunities
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Online Teacher Dashboards with explicit

•

It has been designed by experienced classroom teachers

Student Books with guided, independent and

•

Practice and Mastery Books with practice,

Assessment Books featuring pre- and
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to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,

www.oxfordowl.com.au
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Wales Syllabus.

•
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•

post-tests

maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

second
focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that every
edition
student can access the curriculum at their point of need.

Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.

The program includes:
•

extended practice opportunities

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

student can access the curriculum at their point of need.

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help
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to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,

ISBN 978-0-19-032492-6

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Assessment Books featuring pre- and

instruction for the learning sequence, support
materials such as videos and interactives, and

297 x 210 mm

Student Book

Student Books with guided, independent and

facchinetti
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ISBN 978-0-19-032491-9

challenge and mastery activities that allow

Markbook (to track and record student progress)
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second
edition

www.oxfordowl.com.au
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Practice and Mastery Books with practice,
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students to explore and apply their knowledge

•
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curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.
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edition

of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, and

Student Book

facchinetti

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,

practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.

Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.

www.oxfordowl.com.au
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maths program
for Foundation to Year 6. The program
second

focuses onedition
differentiation – the key to ensuring that every
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No spine (saddle stitched)

focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that
every student can access the curriculum at their
point of need. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition

Spine: 9 mm

facchinetti

record student progress)
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and apply their knowledge
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Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive

concepts and knowledge, and is fully aligned with the
annie facchinetti
Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South
ISBN 978-0-19-032499-5

1 colour (Black)

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive
maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program

4 colours CMYK

for australian schools

Student Books with guided, independent and
extended practice opportunities

for australian
schools
It has been
designed by experienced classroom teachers

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: oup.com.au/help
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is fully aligned with the Australian and Victorian
curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.

oxford maths
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1 colour (Black)

focuses on differentiation – the key to ensuring that
every student can access the curriculum at their
point of need. It has been designed by experienced
classroom teachers to support sequential acquisition
of mathematical skills, concepts and knowledge, andFAC_OM_2E_SB3_24940_CVR
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Oxford Owl – the online destination for your
Oxford Maths for Australian Schools Teacher
and Student Dashboards.
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annie facchinetti

facchinetti

Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-tests,
practice quizzes, post-tests and student resources.
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oxford maths
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Book
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Student Book
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Oxford Owl – the online destination for
your Oxford Maths for Australian Schools
Teacher and Student Dashboards.
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Australian and Victorian curricula and the New South

297 x 210 mm
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curricula and New South Wales Syllabus.

for australian schools

Oxford Maths for Australian Schools is a comprehensive

second
edition
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Online Student Dashboards with adaptive pre-

1 colour (Black)

Student Book
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instruction for the learning sequence, support

materials such as videos and interactives, and

Markbook (to track and record student progress)

to support sequential acquisition of mathematical skills,

•
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•

maths program for Foundation to Year 6. The program
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9780190312671
$16.95

OXFORD MATHS TEACHER DASHBOARD AND STUDENT DASHBOARD LICENCES

For purchasing options, please contact your Oxford Education Consultant.

4/07/2018 3:12 pm

Many adults readily acknowledge that they do not like maths, suffer from ‘maths anxiety’ or do not see themselves as competent mathematicians.
This lack of confidence very often starts in primary school. Oxford Maths Ready is designed to support and engage primary students who have
fallen behind in maths, and to help bridge the gap between where they are currently at and the relevant year level curriculum expectations.
The Teacher Handbooks:
y use a developmental approach to build on students’ existing knowledge
y support students to activate their prior knowledge before extending to new concepts and skills
y draw on the sequences of skills identified in the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics and the National Numeracy Learning Progression
y give explicit guidance to help teachers and students focus on key ideas and strategies to enhance mathematical learning
y follow a ‘gradual release of responsibility’ model that encourages students to observe, discuss and engage in hands-on experiences, helping
them work towards becoming independent mathematicians.

Finding the right maths
resource is as easy as 1-2-3!
Our Maths Selector Tool is the easiest way to find the right
maths resource for your teaching and classroom needs.
Get started at oup.com.au/primary/mathematics
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9780190325053
$49.99

9780190325060
$49.99

9780190325077
$49.99

9780190325091
$49.99

9780190325107
$49.99

9780190325114
$49.99

9780190325084
$49.99
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A leading mathematics
program for F–6

What does Maths Plus look like in the classroom?

Practise, master, assess
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

Maths Plus is a leading mathematics program for F–6 that continues to deliver results. Students explore and re-visit mathematical concepts
throughout the year, building their skills, developing understanding and making connections over time.
Tried and trusted for more than 20 years, the latest edition of Maths Plus offers a brand new design and illustrations, updated content, and a
Teacher Book to support the Teacher Dashboard.

A spiralled approach
Maths Plus allows teachers and students to build on and re-visit mathematical content over time. The spiral approach helps students develops
robust recall of information, consolidating learning and increasing their mathematical fluency. The program comprises:
y Student Books
y Teacher Books
y Teacher Dashboards with additional resources
y Assessment Books for end-of-year reporting
y Mentals and Homework Books.

This series provides students with opportunities to
sequentially develop their skills and knowledge in the
three content strands of the Australian Curriculum:
Mathematics – Number and Algebra, Measurement
and Geometry, Statistics and Probability
– Teacher Book author, Pat Lilburn

1

4

Plan and implement teaching
Use the Teacher Dashboard or Teacher Book
to access lesson plans and learning support,
including explicit references to the Student Books.

Assess the results
Use the post-tests to measure student growth and
report on compentency and understanding.

2

3

Practise
The Student Books provide multiple problem-solving
opportunities for the students to explore and
practise mathematical concepts.

Master
The Mentals and Homework Books allow students
to practise their skills, consolidate understanding
and increase fluency.

Talk to us
Talk to us about Maths Plus if you are looking for:
y a rigorous mathematics program that supports recall and fluency
y end-of-term diagnostic reviews and summative assessments
y comprehensive and accessible digital teaching resources.
Value Packs including Student Book and Assessment Book
14

15

Student Books

Mentals and Homework Books

The Maths Plus Student Books are an integral part of the Maths Plus series.
They include:
y four diagnostic term reviews (Years 1–6) to assess concepts and skills
y opportunities for spiralled learning and practice
y opportunities for students to develop and consolidate skills in understanding, fluency, reasoning and problem-solving
y contextual support and examples.

The Maths Plus Mentals and Homework Books:
y directly correspond to the concepts and units of
work presented in the Student Books
y have all unit activities arranged under the three
Australian Curriculum: Mathematics strands.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

Look inside

Essential revision and consolidation activities.

Student activity pages are colour-coded and cover the three Australian
Curriculum: Mathematics content strands of Number and Algebra,
Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability.
Proficiency
strands and
general
capabilities are
included on
every page.

REASONING CCT L

unit

Each Assessment Book page is a snapshot
of work that addresses a specific content
description from the Australian Curriculum.

6

Column graphs
16 Farmer Brown surveyed his animals to see if any were missing.

Post-tests are provided
for each topic.

Assessment Books

Number of animals

Construct a column graph to
represent the farm animals.

17 Categories

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

The Maths Plus Assessment Books provide teachers
with an easily administered, yet comprehensive, postassessment tool. They:
y provide opportunities for teachers to measure
student growth
y include short post-tests for each topic
y include a simple marking system that enables easy
conversion to percentages.

Farmer Brown’s animals

Dogs

Cats Horses Cows Sheep Hens
Animals

a Which animals do you think are Farmer Brown’s pets?

Clear and
easy-to-read
page design.

b Which animals do you think are being bred to sell?

Favourite sports

Oxford University Press

02_MP_AC_SB3_19069_TXT_PPS.indd 25

16

Softball

Cricket

e Do as many children play
netball as children who swim
and play cricket combined?

Swimming

d How many children play
the two most popular sports?

Post-tests are quick to administer and mark.
Netball

c How many more children
play football than tennis?

Tennis

b How many more children
play netball than cricket?

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Football

a What sports have
the same popularity?

Number of children

18 Interpret the column graph.

Sports
Collect data, organise into categories and create displays using lists, tables, picture graphs
and simple column graphs, with and without the use of digital technologies (ACMSP069)

25

Curriculum
outcomes
included on
every page.

2/5/19 12:43 pm
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Look inside
Teacher Books

MATHEMATICS

Access all units and topics via the menu.
Interactive teaching tools.

MATHEMATICS

New Maths Plus Teacher Books will include:
y curriculum links
y direct instruction
y links to Mentals and Homework
Books and Advanced Primary Maths
y extra support on how to get the most
from the Teacher Dashboard.

Potential Difficulties
videos.

Teacher Dashboard
The Maths Plus Teacher Dashboard provides
online access to a wealth of resources and
support material for Foundation to Year
6, including planners, curriculum links,
diagnostic reviews, investigations
and answers.
Used in conjunction with the Maths Plus
Student Books and Assessment Books, the
dashboard offers teachers access to clear
teaching and learning pathways that will
meet the diverse needs of students in a
single class and across the whole school.

Planning and assessment resources.

Projectable Student Book pages for
whole-class and small-group teaching.

Learning activities.

Investigations offer
opportunities for
students to apply
knowledge and show
understanding.

Direct instruction.
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AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM (AC)

Student Book & Assessment Book Value Packs (AC)
ASSESSMENT BOOK

F
F

ASSESSMENT BOOK

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

Name:

2
2

3

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

STUDENT BOOK

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

STUDENT BOOK

STUDENT BOOK

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Class Name:

Name:

ASSESSMENT BOOK

E

Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

S

Name:

1L

2

6

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
N
W

Class Name:

2

Class Name:

2

750 mL
500 mL
250 mL

2

MATHEMATICS

9780190027155
$23.95

2

9780190027162
$23.95

9780190027179
$23.95

9780190027186
$23.95

9780190027193
$23.95

9780190027209
$23.95

Advanced Primary Maths is the only advanced mathematics program written specifically for Australian students. It challenges and extends students
in Years 3 to 6 in line with the Australian and Victorian Curricula and the NSW Syllabus.

Mentals and Homework Books (AC)

2

MENTALS AND HOMEWORK BOOK

Advanced mathematics program in line with Australian
curricula

MATHEMATICS

9780190027148
$23.95

2

Challenge and extend

Following a spiralled approach, Advanced Primary Maths can be used in conjunction with the whole-school Maths Plus program to give every
student the opportunity to achieve success.

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

2

9780190322731
$19.95

9780190322748
$19.95

9780190322755
$19.95

9780190322762
$19.95

9780190322779
$19.95

9780190322786
$19.95

Focus on STEM
Advanced Primary Maths supports the effective teaching of mathematics through problem-solving and open-ended learning in real-world
contexts. The program follows a spiral approach and includes:
y Term planners, Find a Topic pages and curriculum cross-reference charts
y Open-ended Challengers, Super Problem-solving pages and Weekly Testers
y Diagnostic Reviews and Answers.

Teacher Books (AC)
TEACHER BOOK

F

1

TEACHER BOOK

TEACHER BOOK

2

3

TEACHER BOOK

4

TEACHER BOOK

TEACHER BOOK

5

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

Pat Lilburn
Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Pat Lilburn
Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Pat Lilburn
Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Pat Lilburn
Harry O’Brien
Greg Purcell

Pat Lilburn
Harry O’Brien
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9780190319137
$39.95
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9780190319151
$39.95

9780190319168
$39.95

NEW SOUTH WALES (NSW) SYLLABUS

Student Book & Assessment Book Value Packs (NSW)

9780190027216
$23.95

9780190027223
$23.95

9780190027230
$23.95

9780190027247
$23.95

9780190027254
$23.95

9780190027261
$23.95

9780190322830
$19.95

9780190322847
$19.95

9780190027278
$23.95

9780190310714
$34.95

9780190310721
$34.95

9780190310738
$34.95

9780190310745
$34.95

Mentals and Homework Books (NSW)

9780190322793
$19.95

9780190322809
$19.95

9780190322816
$19.95

9780190322823
$19.95

Talk to us

Teacher Books (NSW)

3
STAGE 2

TEACHER BOOK

NEW SOUTH WALES SYLLABUS
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9780190319243
$39.95
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9780190319250
$39.95

9780190319267
$39.95

9780190319274
$39.95

9780190319281
$39.95

9780190319298
$39.95

9780190319304
$39.95

Talk to us about Advanced Primary Maths if you are looking for:
y a challenging mathematics program that supports extension and achievement
y an engaging mathematics program for the upper primary years
y problem-solving and open-ended learning opportunities.
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Encouraging students
to persist and succeed
in their learning

Teacher Resources
Plan and implement teaching
Use the curriculum cross-reference charts,
Term Planners and Find a Topic pages to
prepare your lessons.

Australian Curriculum, Victorian Curriculum
and NSW Syllabus cross-reference charts.

MATHEMATICS

Use the Diagnostic Reviews and Answers
section to assess students’ work.

MATHEMATICS

Using challenging mathematical tasks to unlock
student potential

Review and assess

Challenging Mathematical Tasks supports the idea that students learn best when they work on problems that they do not yet know how to solve.
Peter Sullivan’s research shows that many students do not fear challenges in mathematics, but welcome them. And rather than having teachers
instruct them, these students prefer to work out solutions for themselves.
Challenging Mathematical Tasks:
y includes activities that allow for sustained thinking, decision-making and risk-taking by the students
y features a ‘Learning Focus’, ‘Key Mathematical Language’, ’Pedagogical Considerations’, ‘Enabling and Extending Prompts’ for each task,
plus ‘Supplementary Tasks’ and ‘Possible Solutions’
y is written by a well-established expert in the field of teaching and learning mathematics
y follows a set structure to help students approach and work through the tasks.

Student Resources
Practise and assess
Advanced Primary Maths follows a
spiral approach, allowing students to
build on and revisit content over time.
The Diagnostic Reviews can be used to
assess the students’ understandings of
concepts covered.
Challenge and extend

9780190303808
$71.95

Students can use the Super Problem
Solving pages, with Open-ended
Challengers and Weekly Testers, to
consolidate and extend their learning.
Open-ended Challenger questions
with multiple solutions.

22

Super Questions for exploring
concepts at a higher level.

Persist and succeed
While it is possible for everyone to learn mathematics, it takes concentration and effort over an extended period of time to build the connections
between concepts, to understand the coherence of mathematical ideas and to be able to transfer learning to practical contexts and new topics.
Challenging Mathematical Tasks encourages students to persist and succeed in their learning.
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The essential middle
years reference resource

Providing teachers
with practical advice
Using ‘good’ questions to enhance mathematical learning
MATHEMATICS

Open-ended Maths Activities:
y includes over 80 pages of ‘good’ questions for teachers to use in the classroom
y organises questions into content areas (Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, Statistics and Probability)
y indicates the suggested age level of students for each question
y is written by Peter Sullivan, a well-established expert in the field of teaching and learning mathematics, and Pat Lilburn, an experienced author
with a primary teaching background.

MATHEMATICS

Open-ended Maths Activities discusses the features of ‘good’ mathematical questions. It provides practical advice on how teachers can create their
own open-ended and problem-solving questions, and use them effectively in the classroom.

Updated to include concepts covered in the Australian
Curriculum
Primary Maths Handbook is the essential reference resource for middle years students, teachers and parents. Updated to include all the latest
terminology and mathematical concepts covered in the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. Includes diagrams and worked examples.
Handbook section
y Divided into the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics strands of Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability.
y Mathematical concepts explained in detail, with clear diagrams and illustrations to aid understanding.
Quick-reference dictionary
y Simple language with terms defined through mathematical contexts.
y Cross-referenced to the handbook section.

9780190304034
$73.95

Asking the right questions

9780195523065
$34.95

Measurement and Geometry, Primary Maths Handbook.

Teachers recognise the importance of asking questions that promote higher-level thinking and encourage active engagement in learning.
Posing open-ended, problem-solving questions can enhance learning, teaching and assessment. Open-ended Maths Activities offers ‘good’
questions that are a useful addition to effective teaching strategies.
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New Edition!

Grammar at Oxford University Press

Connect and consolidate grammatical understanding

At Oxford University Press we are passionate advocates of language and literature, and we are committed to supporting you with the highest
quality resources for teaching English in your classroom.

Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum: English, and helps students connect
grammar features to a writing purpose.

GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR

Oxford’s Primary Grammar
and Spelling Resources

Best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic literary texts to model grammar in context at the word,
sentence and text level, with related writing activities for practice. Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective
when expressing their own ideas.

SERIES OVERVIEW

New edition of best-selling workbooks for F-6, exploring grammar features at word, sentence and text levels.

An essential reference resource for students in middle and upper primary, as well as teachers and parents.

Designed to develop and consolidate grammar conventions introduced through a variety of text types.

Demonstrates how language works, while offering plenty of essential practice opportunities.

Features of the new edition:
y Aligned to the latest Australian, Victorian and NSW curricula, and support for the ACARA Literacy Progressions.
y Brand new teacher books providing detailed lesson plans and teaching guidance to help deliver the program, with a front-of-class program for
Foundation and lesson plans supporting the Student Books for Years 1-6.
y The student books have new full-colour designs and illustrations to help motivate and engage young learners, including friendly grammar
monster characters who host each book.
y New content has been added to each student book to ensure complete curriculum coverage.
y A re-organised table of contents provides easy access to each grammar topic.
y Supplementary material on Oxford Owl provides teachers with easy access to:
- Short videos on grammar topics to support teaching
- Curriculum mapping
- Suggested teaching schedule
- Student book answers
- Success criteria charts.

Topic 2: Adjectives
Unit 2.1

Some words tell us about other words

ce
The ra

Some words tell us more about nouns.
a big tree, a green leaf, a pretty flower
Big, green and pretty tell us more about a tree, a leaf and a flower.

1 Write the car number.

a Ali has a slow car.
b Trang’s car is fast.
c Em has an old car.

Ready, set, GO!

START
A slow car

Use words that
tell us more about
nouns to make your
sentences more
interesting.

d Max’s car is broken.
e Cara has a sleepy car.

2 Write the five words from above that tell us more about

the cars.

A sleepy car

An old car

3 Some words can tell us more about the cars in the race. Fill in

the blanks with the correct colour.
a Ali has a

c Em has a
e Cara has a
A fast car

FINISH

A broken car
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Who do you think won the race?

car.

b Trang has a
d Max has a

car.
car.

car.

Now try this!
On a separate piece of paper, write some words that tell us more
about what these animals are like.
a a tiger

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

car.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

b an elephant

c a shark
27
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Links to Literacy

Student Resources

Introducing the Grammar Monsters! Inspired by the Oxford Reading for Comprehension book ‘Monster School’, the Grammar Monsters host each
Oxford Grammar student book and offer handy tips throughout the topics.

The Oxford Grammar series of workbooks explores key grammar features aligned explicitly to the Australian Curriculum: English.

Em

Andrew Woods

Andrew Woods

The Student Books feature:

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English

Best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic literary texts to
model grammar in context at the word, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for practice.
Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective when expressing their own ideas.
Andrew Woods

oxford
oxford
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Andrew Woods

• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression

2

Andrew Woods

• ‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and
preparation for national testing
• ‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with
the purpose of informative, imaginative and
persuasive text types
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Teacher Handboo
k

Look at the picture of the Monsters at the beach.
1 Tick the nouns (naming words) that you can see in the picture.

• a series of short professional development videos to support the teaching of
grammar

a girl

• answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections
• Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and
identify areas of need.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

2

Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

9 780190 323196

2

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

4

ISBN 978-0-19-032319-6

Andrew Woods

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

• mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula

4

9 780190 323189

2

Andrew Woods

4

ISBN 978-0-19-032318-9

Michelle Grabham

oxfor
gradar

Naming words are used for people, places, animals and things.
Naming words are called nouns.

Naming people, places and things

The Monsters at
the beach

2

4

4

or

contact

The Teacher Handbooks come with access to additional resources on Oxford Owl,
including:

Grabham

Grabham

Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

Unit 1.3

and reflect

• answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections

www.oxfordowl.com.au

• a handy glossary of terms.
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• a series of short professional development videos to support the teaching of
grammar
• Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and
identify areas of need.
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questions
• Multiple-choice national testing
for
• Preparation

• mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula

2

• ‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with
the purpose of informative, imaginative and
persuasive text types

The Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities to support
the Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the Foundation curriculum.
Offering a structured sequence through the learning material, the Teacher Handbooks
provide opportunities for differentiation, reflection and the purposeful application of
learning.
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• ‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and
preparation for national testing

• opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking
2

2

The Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities to support
the Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the Foundation curriculum.
Offering a structured sequence through the learning material, the Teacher Handbooks
provide opportunities for differentiation, reflection and the purposeful application of
learning.
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Grabham

The grammatical concepts are clearly
explained for every unit.

• extension and enrichment units

• a handy glossary of terms.

Oxford Grammar

Michelle

2

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English

• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression
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of terms.

The Student Books feature:

Second Edition
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Oxford Grammar

Best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic literary texts to
model grammar in context at the word, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for practice.
Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective when expressing their own ideas.

Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
English, and helps students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.

Second Edition

chment units

Andrew Woods

Ali

alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy Learning Progression
‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and preparation for national testing
‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with the purpose of informative, imaginative and persuasive text types
extension and enrichment units
opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking
a handy glossary of terms.

oxford
oxford
oxford
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Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
English, and helps students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.
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The Student Books feature:
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Each unit opens with
a stimulus page that
could be an image, a
poem, a text extract,
comic strip or other
text type.

b house

c crab

d baker

e sand

f horse

g hat

h jetty

i frog

j lifesaver

k island

l ship

m pirate

n cubby

o fish

p dog

q sea

r flag

s tree

t farmyard

u sun

v bat

w sky

x foot

Activities related
to the stimulus
page carefully
build students’
understanding
of the unit focus.

2 Write four nouns (naming words) for things that you can see in

the picture which are not in the list above.

Now try this!
Which word in this list does not belong?

crab

bird

fish

run

dog

frog

Can you say why it does not belong?
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Andrew Woods

The Student Books feature:

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English

Best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic literary texts to
model grammar in context at the word, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for practice.
Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective when expressing their own ideas.
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• a series of short professional development videos to support the teaching of
grammar

Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

at: www.oup.com.au
visit us service: cs.au@oup.com
customer
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Michelle Grabham

oxfor
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• mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula
• a series of short professional development videos to support the teaching of
grammar

He

mine

you

We

She

can’t

a ______________ are the
fly

• Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and
identify areas of need.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

2

Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

dive

bird

flap

Monster Gang.

b This is Max.
______________ likes to
read.

3 Shade the bubble below the proper noun (special name) for

a person.
rose

2
9780190323219
$18.95

9 780190 323226
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Rose

rows

roes

4 Shade the bubble below the other word (or pronoun) for Jack

that could be used to fill the gap.

2

Jack wanted to visit Monster Town.______________ took a map
with him.
She

9780190323226
$18.95

c Here is Em. _____________
has a flag. “This flag is
______________,” says Em.

d “I can see ______________
behind the tree,” said Trang.

How am I doing?
Colour the boxes if you understand.
Nouns are naming words.

They

He

We

Proper nouns are special names.
We, I, you, they, he, she, mine are pronouns (other words for
people or things).
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has

• answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections

4

9780190323202
$18.95

9 780190 323219
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

boy

this picture.

ISBN 978-0-19-032322-6

4

2

the box.

2 Shade the bubble below the noun (naming word) that matches

Andrew Woods

www.oxfordowl.com.au

Each Topic ends with
a NAPLAN-style testyourself spread.

The Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities to support
the Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the Foundation curriculum.
Offering a structured sequence through the learning material, the Teacher Handbooks
provide opportunities for differentiation, reflection and the purposeful application of
learning.
The Teacher Handbooks come with access to additional resources on Oxford Owl,
including:

Teacher Handboo
k

• answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections
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• Multiple-choice national testing
for
• Preparation

• mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula

• Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and
identify areas of need.
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5 Look at the pictures then finish the sentences using words from

1 Shade the bubble below the noun (naming word).

• a handy glossary of terms.

and reflect
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visit us service: cs.au@oup.com
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• ‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with
the purpose of informative, imaginative and
persuasive text types
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The Teacher Handbooks come with access to additional resources on Oxford Owl,
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onal resources on Oxford Owl,

The Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities to support
the Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the Foundation curriculum.
Offering a structured sequence through the learning material, the Teacher Handbooks
provide opportunities for differentiation, reflection and the purposeful application of
learning.
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Topic 1: Test yourself!
Nouns, proper nouns and pronouns

• opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking

• a handy glossary of terms.

Oxford Grammar

Michelle

oxford
graar

Oxford Grammar

Woods

Andrew Woods

oxford
oxford graar
graar
Andrew

Andrew

oxford r
graa

2

• ‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and
preparation for national testing

• extension and enrichment units

• opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking

of terms.

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English

• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression

2

Andrew Woods

• extension and enrichment units

sson plans and activities to support
m for the Foundation curriculum.
g material, the Teacher Handbooks
nd the purposeful application of

Andrew Woods

Second Edition

2

Andrew Woods

The Student Books feature:

9

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Each spread ends with an activity to challenge students.

Student Book Year 6

chment units

Oxford Grammar

Best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic literary texts to
model grammar in context at the word, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for practice.
Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective when expressing their own ideas.

Second Edition

texts’ units to link grammar with
ormative, imaginative and
es

Andrew Woods

Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
English, and helps students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.

• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression

Second Edition

s offering cumulative revision and
tional testing

Cara

oxford
oxford
oxford
graar graar graar
Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
English, and helps students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.

Student Book Year 5

equirements of the ACARA Literacy
on

Andrew Woods

Oxford Grammar

ature:

e of the Australian Curriculum:

Student Book Year 4

and authentic literary texts to
writing activities for practice.
e when expressing their own ideas.

Oxford Grammar

ments of the Australian Curriculum:

Trang

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Self-reflection
boxes help
teachers identify
where students
need support.
29

Teacher Resources

Student Resources

Written by experienced teacher and author, Michelle Grabham, the Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities to support the
Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the Foundation curriculum. Offering a structured sequence through the learning material,
the Teacher Handbooks provide opportunities for differentiation, reflection and the purposeful application of learning.

The Teacher Handbooks come with access to additional resources on Oxford Owl, including:

The teaching plans for each year level follow the same progression to help teacher structure lessons easily. They are designed to:
GRAMMAR

help students make authentic connections and see value in the learning
understand what students already know so that individual needs can be catered for
establish a learning intention that is the anchor for the session and can later be reflected upon
support and underpin the activities in the student books
cater for students requiring additional support or challenge
provide opportunities for reflection and application of the learning.

mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula
a series of videos for teachers, to support the teaching of grammar
answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections
Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and identify areas of need.
GRAMMAR

y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

Provoke
and Inspire

Reflection

Ask and
assess Prior
Knowledge

Differentiation

Set a
Learning
Intention

Investigate

2

Michelle Grabham

oxfor
gradar

iculum: English curricula

o support the teaching

Oxford Grammar explores key grammatical concepts in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
English, and helps students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.

oxford
graar

In the Student Books, best-selling textbook author Andrew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic
literary texts to model grammar in context at the word, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for
practice. Oxford Grammar will provide students with the tools they need to be effective when expressing their
own ideas.

The Oxford Grammar Teacher Handbooks offer lesson plans and activities
to support the Student Books, including a front-of-class program for the
Foundation curriculum. Offering a structured sequence through the learning
material, the Teacher Handbooks also provide opportunities for differentiation,
reflection and the purposeful application of learning.

Michelle

• mapping to the NSW, Victorian and Australian Curriculum: English curricula
• a series of short professional development videos to support the teaching
of grammar

book

er Hand

Teach

Teacher Handbook

Teacher Handbook

urself’ sections

Grabham

oxford
graar

The Teacher Handbooks come with access to additional resources on
Oxford Owl, including:

2

Michelle Grabham

Teacher Handbook Years 3–6

book

er Hand

Teach

Michelle Grabham

Oxford Grammar

Grabham

oxford
graar

al resources on

Teacher Handbook Years F–2

Michelle

on plans and activities
s program for the
e through the learning
unities for differentiation,

Oxford Grammar

in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum:
s to a writing purpose.

rew Woods uses appealing stimulus pages and authentic
, sentence and text level, with related writing activities for
he tools they need to be effective when expressing their

oxfor
gradar

• Success Criteria Checklists to track student progress and identify areas
of need.

2

The Student Books feature:

Andrew Woods

oxford
oxford
oxford graar gra
ar
graar
Andrew Woods

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English
• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression

Andrew Woods

2

• ‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with
the purpose of informative, imaginative and
persuasive text types

Andrew Woods
2

Andrew Woods

2

oxford oxford oxford
graargraargraar

• extension and enrichment units

Andrew Woods

• extension and enrichment units
• a handy glossary of terms.

2

www.oxfordowl.com.au
Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

9 780190 323165
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

4

2

9780190323158
$64.95
30

• ‘Using grammar in texts’ units to link grammar with
the purpose of informative, imaginative and
persuasive text types

ISBN 978-0-19-032316-5

4

9 780190 323158

• alignment to the requirements of the ACARA Literacy
Learning Progression

2
2

ISBN 978-0-19-032315-8

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer support: oup.com.au/help

Visit www.oxfordowl.com.au/welcome to sign up today!

• complete coverage of the Australian Curriculum:
English

Michelle Grabham

Michelle Grabham

Oxford Owl — the online
destination for Oxford
digital.

Oxford Owl is the home for Oxford Primary professional
resources and free for teachers.

• opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking

• opportunities for self-reflection and progress checking

www.oxfordowl.com.au

2

The Student Books feature:

• ‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and
preparation for national testing

• ‘Test yourself’ units offering cumulative revision and
preparation for national testing

• a handy glossary of terms.

oxford
graar
Teacher Handbook

Teacher Handbook

• answers to the Student Book activities and ‘Test yourself’ sections

s and identify areas

Michelle Grabham

2

9780190323165
$64.95
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Introducing grammar
connections through
text types

Supporting language
activity for middle
and upper primary years

GRAMMAR

The Primary Grammar Handbook is the essential reference resource for students in the middle and upper primary years, as well as for teachers and parents.
y It supports the Australian Curriculum: English Scope and Sequence Years 3–6.
y It is clearly arranged in word level, sentence level and text level sections, allowing students and teachers to dip in and out to support any
language activity.
y Grammatical concepts are explained in detail, with clear visuals to aid understanding.
y It features a comprehensive section on correct usage.

Develop and consolidate grammar conventions
The Grammar through Text Types series of workbooks is designed to develop and consolidate grammar conventions introduced through a variety of
literary and factual text types.

GRAMMAR

Essential reference resource supporting the Australian
Curriculum

y There are 30 well-graded, double-page units.
y Each grammar focus is highlighted in context.
y Each workbook includes cumulative revision units, self-assessment spreads and a handy pull-out answer section.

Writing tasks allow students to
apply their skills.

‘Your turn to write ’ tasks teach students to apply
grammar knowledge and use language more
effectively in their own writing.

Clear examples and
engaging illustrations.
Grammar through Text Types Book 6.

9780195560367
$19.95

Students’ understanding is
reinforced through the questions
and answers from the characters
Grammar Boy and Super Dog.

9780195522365
$34.95
32

9780195560374
$19.95

9780195560381
$19.95

9780195560398
$19.95

9780195560404
$19.95

9780195560411
$19.95

Talk to us
Talk to us about Grammar through Text Types if you are looking to:
y improve students’ ability to use language more effectively
y develop knowledge of the ways in which language varies according to context.
33

Offering essential practice opportunities

A comprehensive homework program for English and Maths

The English Skills for Primary Students – Grammar & Punctuation series of workbooks explicitly demonstrates how language works, while offering
plenty of essential practice opportunities.

The Homework Contracts series provides a relevant and comprehensive homework program with a stimulating, full-colour design.

y
y
y
y
y

Each unit introduces one grammar or punctuation feature at a time, allowing students to consolidate and build their knowledge.
Explicit definitions are supported by extensive student practice to consolidate the grammar and punctuation skills.
Clear explanations enable students to work independently in the classroom or at home.
Units for revision and self-assessment are included.
Student workbooks and teacher answer books are available.

Explicit definitions
ensure students have
a clear understanding
of what is required.

9780195560329
$19.95

9780195560336
$19.95

y
y
y
y

32 units provide students with contracts that reflect and reinforce concepts taught at school.
There is a focus on key English and Mathematics curriculum content descriptors.
Each unit has a spelling focus.
A range of text types is explored.

In each book, there are four review
units, including self-assessment rubrics.

English Skills for Primary Students Book 5.

34

Stimulating
full-colour design

GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR

Explicitly demonstrating
how language works

9780195560343
$19.95

9780195560350
$19.95

9780195558609
$19.95

9780195555998
$19.95

9780195556001
$19.95

9780195556018
$19.95

9780195556025
$19.95

9780195556032
$19.95

9780195556049
$19.95

9780195556056
$19.95
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Oxford
Handwriting

A range of Handwriting resources

Developing the building blocks of handwriting

Our resources meet different handwriting conventions and state-specific approaches and are carefully constructed to help students develop a
fluent and legible handwriting style. Our key series, Oxford Handwriting, incorporates the Oxford Wordlist and themes from our new guided reading
program Oxford Reading for Comprehension.

Oxford Handwriting is a comprehensive and engaging program designed to introduce and develop the fundamental skills of handwriting.
It includes correct posture and grip models, opportunities to model and practise accurate letter formation and joining techniques, and
activities to help every student develop a fluent, automatic handwriting style.
Oxford Handwriting offers state-specific series to meet the different handwriting conventions and approaches for New South Wales, Victoria,
Queensland and Western Australia. It features full-colour illustrations, words from the Oxford Wordlist plus themes and characters from
Oxford Reading for Comprehension.

SERIES OVERVIEW

TITLE: LJU_HWNSWYK_12619_CVR

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

TITLE: LJU_HWNSWY2_12565_CVR

COLOURS USED: CMYK

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.
The series features:
•

correct posture and grip instruction

•

patterns to introduce letter groups and develop
fluency

•

track, trace and copy opportunities to model and
practise accurate letter and number formation using
NSW Foundation Style handwriting

•

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist

•

track-your-progress pages

•

well-loved characters
Comprehension.

K

COLOURS USED: CMYK

The series features:

DWRITING
HAN FOR
OUTH WALES
NEW S

from Oxford Reading for

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

correct posture and grip instruction

•

patterns to develop fluency

•

track, trace and copy opportunities to model and
practise accurate letter and number formation using
NSW Foundation Style handwriting

•

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist

•

self-assessment and track-your-progress pages

•

well-loved characters from Oxford Reading for
Comprehension.

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

www.oxfordowl.com.au

www.oxfordowl.com.au

3

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND

y Ljungdahl
Lesle
arch
Paul M

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

Deborah

Davis

ISBN 978-0-19-031256-5

ISBN 978-0-19-031261-9

9 780190 312565

9 780190 312619

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

LJU_HWNSWYF_12619_CVR_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

LJU_HWNSWY2_12565_CVR1_5pp_PPS.indd 2-3
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Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.
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Consolidation of fluency joins
Copy these sentences.

¡Ýè¥
:  ¦ æº Æ¸ç¥ 

ÝÞßà ² ¸¤«µ ± «ÁÛ¸¤«µ

Û
× ¡ØÙÚ ¤¥  Û¸ÜºÛÅ

 
¢ ¡ØÙÚ ÅÆ¡â ©ã¡°¨¥
á¥  ² §.

The series features:
•

6/06/2018 4:18 pm

COLOURS USED: CMYK

²



°²

page.
box are listed below and on the next
The meanings of the words in the their meanings.
• Write the words in the box beside
• Copy the words and the meanings.

:





±



¤¥ §.
ò®¥. ¹µ ¤¥ æ©ê ó ·



 ¯° ±  ².
 ¦§§¨¥ ©ª« ¬®¥ 
 ¶² ·¸. ¹µ


: ¡³ ´°µ 

•

tips for choosing a script to match a purpose

 ¡. ¢£¤¥
    

Assessment: speed loops

¦¾¿¥.
º»¥ ¼ ½»¥®¥  ¼
14

self-assessment pages to monitor progress.

Consolidation of fluency joins

Copy these sentences with speed loops. Take care with all

the speed loops.

         .
  
  ¡  ¢ £¤  ¥¦
 12 ©ª«¤ 1971.
¯¦  ° ±¢ ²³´ µ¶·¸«¤ ¶·¹ «º»¢.
¯¦  ¼½ ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢
ÄÅ¦  ÆÀÇ¦. ¯¦ ¾È´ ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢ ÄÅ¦
¾È´ ÉÊÄË, ÄÅ¦
¾È´ Í¼Î¾Ï ´  ÆÀÇ¦’Ñ ÒÀÓ¡Ô ¾¿¡ÕÎÖ
·¹ ÄÅ¦ ´.

here
Text joins
Consolidation of fluency

¯¦ ×¥¸Ø ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢ ÄÅ¦ ÒÙ, ÚÛ¼Ë º»¢ ÜÓÝ¦
´ ±¢ Þ Àßàá·â.
black

yellow

red
Self-assessment

Teacher

Assess the fluency and legibility of your speed loops.

Speed loop fluency with high-frequency words

Lack-lustre performance

Good display

It’s a pearler!
Assessment: speed
Textloops
here

Debbie

¼°².

ë¯²
¶°²

ä ¼
: ©í ¡²,  ïÆÞ¬ ¤ñ
 

 ;

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

©ê

»¥ ð»¥.
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activities to develop a fluent, legible handwriting style
even slope guidance with a detachable slope card

RITING
HANDW
FOR
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¯², ¦², Á¡Â, Ã² Ã¾Ä½,
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•
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opportunities to model and practise accurate letter
and number formation, and joining techniques

OXFORD HANDWRITING

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM
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15

5

DWRITING
HAN FOR
OUTH WALES
NEW S
Deborah Davis

ro
ft

OXFORD HANDWRITING

TITLE: DAV_HWNSWY5_12596_CVR

•

for Victoria

DWRITING
HAN FOR
OUTH WALES
NEW S

y Ljungdahl
Lesle rch
Ma
Paul

y Provides full support for planning and student assessment.
y Writing activities including cross-curricular content.

2

OXFORD HANDWRITING

y Provides a structured approached to handwriting.
y Offers full teacher support.

Oxford Handwriting offers complimentary teaching support via Oxford Owl, including how to use this book’ guides and student achievement
certificates for all year levels, plus the following resources for Years F-2:
y digital activities to support accurate and automatic formation of letters and numbers
y more than 100 activity sheets for consolidation and practice
y recording and assessment templates
y high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist.
OXFORD HANDWRITING

New Improved
Foundation
Handwriting NSW

Teaching support and resources

OXFORD HANDWRITING

Oxford
Handwriting

y Offers state-specific series to meet different handwriting conventions and approaches for New South Wales,
Victoria, Western Australia and Queensland.
y Features words from the Oxford Wordlist and themes from our new guided reading program
Oxford Reading for Comprehension.

New Improved
Modern Cursive
Handwriting VIC

HANDWRITING

HANDWRITING

Handwriting

Carefully constructed
to help students

A comprehensive and
engaging handwriting
program

C

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

y Provides a sequential approach to the development of Victorian Modern Cursive handwriting skills.
y Student books from years P-2 and 3-6.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-031259-6

9 780190 312596
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

DAV_HWNSWY5_CVR_12596_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

6/06/2018 5:27 pm

Talk to us
Talk to us about Oxford Handwriting if you are looking for:
y a full-colour handwriting program with state-specific content
y free access to digital teaching resources and downloadable activity sheets
y links to the Oxford Wordlist and Oxford Reading for Comprehension.
36
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Look inside
Years F–2

What does Oxford Handwriting look like for Years F–2?

Trace and copy.

HANDWRITING

2

1

22
44
66
88
10 10
30 40
1

beautiful quickly jumps

2

zoo movie dragon why
Which letter of the alphabet does not appear in the words above? Write the
alphabet below and circle the missing letter.

50

60 70 80 90 100
How well did you write?

62

Tick your
best numerals. I need
help
Numerals

Good

HANDWRITING

11
33
55
77
99
10 20

Starting dots and direction arrows.
Track, trace and copy opportunities for all letters and numerals.
A handy pull-out alphabet strip for both school and home.
‘Revision’ section at the beginning of the book to
consolidate prior learning.
y Different series are offered for Victoria, New South Wales,
Queensland and Western Australia.
y
y
y
y

Copy.

Complete this number pattern.

10 9

5

1

How well did you write?

Teacher
Tick your
best letters
and numerals.

Great

I need
help

Good

Teacher

Great

63

Final assessment

WIL_HWVIC_Y1_12480_TXT.indd 62-63
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Oxford Handwriting for Victoria, Student Book 1.

1

Introduce
Use the online resources available on Oxford Owl
to demonstrate the letter formation.

2

Quick ‘self-assessment’ at the end of each
letter section to consolidate learning.
Model
Using the online resources for your state on the
interactive whiteboard, allow students to come
up and model the correct technique by tracing
the letter.

Printing labels

Downstroke and straight - line patterns

When we label maps and diagrams, we use print script.
Copy these labels onto the correct lines to match the picture.

Trace and copy these downstroke movements.

road
shed
garden

hammock
forest
clothes line

city
river
house
Trace and copy these horizontal movements.

Trace and copy these oblique movements. Start at the dots.

4

Consolidate
Download the activity sheets from Oxford Owl for
students to do further practice.

3

Opportunities for trace and copy of
high-frequency words for practice.

Practise
Students work independently in their workbooks,
practising the letter formation.

Trace and copy these combined movements. Start at the dots.

6

Printing labels

WIL_HWNSWY3_2E_12572_TXT_3pp.indd 6-7
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Oxford Handwriting New South Wales, Student Book 1.

a

astronaut

Downstroke and straight-lineText
patterns
here

7

26-Apr-18 10:24:22 PM

A A A A A A A
A A A A A
A
All of us are going
1

3

2

1

2

3

2

1

3

2

1

Fluency pattern

3

Trace and copy.

a a a a a a
a
and are animals as

to the airport.

bcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
6

Anti-clockwise letters

WIL_HWVIC_Y1_12480_TXT.indd 6-7
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Anti-clockwise letters

7

14-Mar-18 11:13:52 PM
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Look inside

OXFORD HANDWRITING: NEW SOUTH WALES

Years 3–6

9780190312619
$17.95

9780190312558
$17.95

9780190312565
$17.95

9780190312572
$17.95

9780190312589
$17.95

9780190312596
$17.95

9780190312602
$17.95

978090312527
$17.95

9780190312534
$17.95

OXFORD HANDWRITING: VIC TORIA

9780190312541
$17.95

Oxford Handwriting for New South Wales, Student Book 3.

9780190312480
$17.95

9780190312497
$17.95

9780190312503
$17.95

HANDWRITING

HANDWRITING

y Focus skill identified.
y A specific handwriting skill page for each letter of
the alphabet.
y A unique pull-out handwriting desktop centre.
y Self-assessment opportunities
at the end of each section.
y Different series are offered for Victoria, New South
Wales, Queensland and Western Australia.

9780190312510
$17.95

below

L L L LL L
L
Little Liam lost his

9780190320300
$16.95

h

Debbie

9780190320317
$16.95

OXFORD HANDWRITING

OXFORD HANDWRITING

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

5
Da

ro
ft

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

ra
Wil
liams

ra
Wil
liams

9780190320294
$16.95

RITING
HANDW
FOR

RITING
HANDW
FOR

C

9780190320324
$16.95

vis

6

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

RITING
HANDW
FOR
WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

or

ah D

a v is

9780190320331
$16.95

9780190320348
$16.95

5

6

on

below
above

OXFORD HANDWRITING: QUEENSLAND

on

HANDWRITING
FOR

6

QUEENSLAND

y Ljungdahl
Lesle rch
Ma
Paul
Debbie Croft

Maree

9780190320218
$16.95

Legs climbing ladders l l l

Downstroke letter group

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND

Fluency pattern

LJU_HWNSW_Y1_2E_12558_TXT.indd 6-7

Williams

9780190320225
$16.95

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND
Debbie Croft

9780190320232
$16.95

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND
Deborah

Davis

9780190320249
$16.95

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND
Debbie Croft

9780190320256
$16.95

OXFORD HANDWRITING

3

OXFORD HANDWRITING

2

OXFORD HANDWRITING

1

OXFORD HANDWRITING

F

OXFORD HANDWRITING

l l l l l l l
l
lost list last little lucky old football.

OXFORD HANDWRITING

below

OXFORD HANDWRITING

Opportunities to practise joining
techniques to build fluency.

l

9780190320287
$16.95

above

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

RITING
HANDW
FOR

b
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on

lion tamer

ra
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3

ra

above

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
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2

r
Ma

r
Ma
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Ma

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

RITING
HANDW
FOR

OXFORD HANDWRITING

1

De b o

RITING
HANDW
FOR

OXFORD HANDWRITING

OXFORD HANDWRITING

K

OXFORD HANDWRITING

Dotted thirds defined by colour.

OXFORD HANDWRITING

OXFORD HANDWRITING: WESTERN AUSTRALIA

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND
Debbie Croft

9780190320263
$16.95

HANDWRITING
FOR

QUEENSLAND
Deborah Davis

9780190320270
$16.95
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Oxford Handwriting for New South Wales, Student Book F.
3

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.
Size, slope and spacing

of your writing
Keep the slope slope card at the
you.
even. Use the
book to help
back of this your page to
Place it under
guide you.

evenly spaced.
Keep your writing
space as a guide
Use a finger word.
between each

Keep your spacing even as you write

• even slope guidance with a detachable slope guide

these words.

´¢¶·¸¹   º¨» ¼ ´¨½

these sentences.


 ’  
      
 

ª ¯°±   ²³-´ ´µ ²³
¢£ ¤¥ ¦- ¨ ©ª« ª¬®

 . “’     

• trace and copy opportunities to model and practise
accurate letter and number formation, and joining
techniques

not this

this

 

not this

this

Keep your spacing even as you copy

OXFORD HANDWRITING

Tips
Tracker Jack’s

Tips
Tracker Jack’s

The series features:
• correct posture and grip instruction
• size, spacing, fluency and legibility instruction

Write a comment to assess each aspect of your
  !   !” handwriting.
handwriting. Then ask a peer to assess your
Next, complete
Fluency

the self-assessment rating at the bottom of the

54

Size, slope and spacing

Checklist

Self-assessment

page.

here
spacing
Size, slope andText

55

My letters are the correct size.
I use the correct joins.

Self-assessment

Assess your cursive handwriting.
Teacher

Needs more effort

On track

Flying high
Cursive handwriting
Text here

K–6

UTH WALES
NEW SO

I know which letters do not join.
My writing is neat and easy to read.
I hold my pencil correctly.
My writing has the correct, even slope.

Cursive handwriting

Handwriting for
New South Wales

DWRITING
HAN FOR

Peer assessment

My letters are shaped correctly.
My letters and words are evenly spaced.

• specific tips to aid correct formation of joins
• high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
• self-assessment and track-your-progress pages
• well-loved characters from Oxford Reading for
Comprehension.

Download an evaluation pack at oup.com.au/handwriting to view sample pages
and get the most out of Oxford Handwriting for your classroom.

EVALUATION
PACK

63

Maree Williams

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:
www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-031257-2

9 780190 312572
visit us at: www.oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

AVAILABLE FOR FOUNDATION & YEARS 1–6
•

•
•

TITLE: LJU_HWNSWY2_12565_CVR

COLOURS USED: CMYK

DWRITING
HAN FOR
correct posture and grip instruction

patterns to introduce letter groups and develop
fluency

track, trace and copy opportunities to model and
practise accurate letter and number formation using
NSW Foundation Style handwriting

OUTH WALES
NEW S
from Oxford Reading for

y Ljungdahl
Lesle rch
Ma
Paul

•
•
•

TITLE: CRO_HWNSWY4_12589_CVR

Size, slope and spacing

Tips
Tracker Jack’s

of your writing
Keep the slope slope card at the
even. Use the book to help you.
back of this your page to
Place it under
guide you.

Tips
Tracker Jack’s

evenly spaced.
Keep your writing
space as a guide
Use a finger word.
between each

correct posture and grip instruction

Keep your spacing even as you copy

not this

this

Keep your spacing even as you write

these words.

´¢¶·¸¹   º¨» ¼ ´¨½

these sentences.


 ’  
      
 

size, spacing, fluency and legibility instruction

even slope guidance with a detachable slope guide

²³
ª ¯°±   ²³-´ ´µ
¢£ ¤¥ ¦- ¨ ©ª« ª¬®

 . “’     

trace and copy opportunities to model and practise
accurate letter and number formation, and joining
techniques

Size, slope and spacing

rating at the bottom of the page.

Checklist

Self-assessment

here
spacing
Size, slope andText

Self-assessment

Cursive handwriting

Needs more effort

•
•

Assess your cursive handwriting.
Teacher

On track

Flying high
Cursive handwriting
Text here

TITLE: DAV_HWNSWY5_12596_CVR

º»¼£ ½¾ ¿À,  ÁÂÃ-¨-Å
 ÌÍ
ÆÇÈÉ Å ÊË 

50¢

The Great Barrier Reef
was one of the most
beautiful places we’ve
ever visited.

letters.


     

,   .

¤¥.
¨ Î§ Ï’  ¡¢£
 
 ÅÐ  Ñ  Ò ¨
¦
¡¢£ ¤¥ Ò »¼ Ë Ã
.
Ó ¿ÔÐ £ Í ¿Õ

Letters that do not join: capital




  
 ¡

letters

All letters join.



   
  
  
 

letters
here
Letters that do not join: capitalText

Some letters join.
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TITLE: DAV_HWNSWY6_12602_CVR

¦å.
: ÈÝß µ ä  
¡Ýè¥
:  ¦ æº Æ¸ç¥ 

ÝÞßà ² ¸¤«µ ± «ÁÛ¸¤«µ

Û
× ¡ØÙÚ ¤¥  Û¸ÜºÛÅ

 
¢ ¡ØÙÚ ÅÆ¡â ©ã¡°¨¥
á¥  ² §.

²



°²

page.
box are listed below and on the next
The meanings of the words in the their meanings.
• Write the words in the box beside
• Copy the words and the meanings.

opportunities to model and practise accurate letter
and number formation, and joining techniques

:





 



©ê


¼°².

ë¯²
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±



»¥ ð»¥.
: î©Â ½°Û ï
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ì«¯©í

Á ¬ë©í · «.

¯², ¦², Á¡Â, Ã² Ã¾Ä½,
¸²,  ÅÆÇ¥, È ¡ ¤

activities to develop a fluent, legible handwriting style
even slope guidance with a detachable slope card
tips for choosing a script to match a purpose

é£¾ß
:

«.
£¤« ±  ·¸

DWRITING
HAN FOR

 ¡. ¢£¤¥
    

14

Consolidation of fluency joins

OUTH WALES
NEW S

speed loops.

         .
  
  ¡  ¢ £¤  ¥¦
 12 ©ª«¤ 1971.
¯¦  ° ±¢ ²³´ µ¶·¸«¤ ¶·¹ «º»¢. ¯¦
 ¼½ ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢
ÄÅ¦  ÆÀÇ¦. ¯¦ ¾È´ ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢ ÄÅ¦
¾È´ ÉÊÄË, ÄÅ¦
¾È´ Í¼Î¾Ï ´  ÆÀÇ¦’Ñ ÒÀÓ¡Ô ¾¿¡ÕÎÖ
·¹ ÄÅ¦ ´.
¯¦ ×¥¸Ø ¾¿À¾»ÁÂ¶Ã¢ ÄÅ¦ ÒÙ, ÚÛ¼Ë º»¢ ÜÓÝ¦
´ ±¢ Þ Àßàá·â.

here
Text joins
Consolidation of fluency

black

yellow

red

Self-assessment

Lack-lustre performance

Good display

Teacher

It’s a pearler!
Assessment: speed
Textloops
here
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15

•

tips for choosing a script to match a purpose

teaspoon

and words.

Chef’s tip

books
Print script is often used in recipe
and for cooking terms and abbreviations.

tablespoon

tbsp

 

minute

min



dozen

doz

¬®

millilitre

mL

the words in
Some capital letters are missing from
in the capital
the table. Rewrite the words, adding
letters where necessary.

My name
 

gram

g

degrees Celsius

˚C

Practise your numerals. Work out

the equivalent measurements and

250 mL = 11 cup
mL = -2 1cup
mL = 1 -2 cups
mL = 2 cups

Write the unit of measurement that

±
¸¹

write them in the blank spaces.

Measurement guide

»¼½
Â¼

3 tsp = 1 tbsp
tsp = 2 tbsp
tsp = 3 tbsp
tbsp
12 tsp =

is used for milk. Use the word and

OUTH WALES
NEW S
46

Chef’s tip

nouns to
Capital letters are used for proper
animals or things.
name particular people, places,

My country
 

My favourite food
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Write a bon voyage card to a friend. Use print script and
flourished capitals.
the abbreviation.
Write a gift tag to a friend.
Use print script and
flourished capitals.

Which script?

self-assessment pages to monitor progress.

here
WhichTextscript?

35

Address an envelope to a friend. Use print
script and flourished capitals.

Practising advanced handwriting skills
Timed writing for personal
Text style
here

6

30/04/2018 4:40 pm

DWRITING
HAN FOR
OUTH WALES
NEW S
Deborah Davis

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:
www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-031259-6

ISBN 978-0-19-031260-2

9 780190 312596

9 780190 312602

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

DAV_HWNSWY5_CVR_12596_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

tsp

opportunities to model and practise accurate letter
and number formation, and joining techniques

activities to develop a fluent, legible handwriting style
even slope guidance with a detachable slope card

www.oxfordowl.com.au

6/06/2018 5:22 pm

Use print script to write these abbreviations

DWRITING
HAN FOR
34

•

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

9 780190 312589

COLOURS USED: CMYK

The series features:
•
•

Deborah Davis

Debbie Croft

ISBN 978-0-19-031258-9

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

5

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

Assessment: speed loops

Copy these sentences with speed loops. Take care with all the

¦¾¿¥.
º»¥ ¼ ½»¥®¥  ¼

self-assessment pages to monitor progress.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

WIL_HNSW_4_12589_CVR_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

Consolidation of fluency joins
Copy these sentences.

•
•

Assess the fluency and legibility of your speed loops.

25

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

6/06/2018 4:18 pm

COLOURS USED: CMYK

The series features:
•
•

Speed loop fluency with high-frequency words

Revision:Text
all joins
here

Maree Williams

9 780190 312572

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

Revision: all joins

Write each word in the correct column in the
table.

22

OUTH WALES
NEW S

ISBN 978-0-19-031257-2

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

WIL_HNSW_3_12572_CVR_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

¦§ ¨©
  ¡¢£ ¤¥ 
  
   . 
  ’
     .  

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
self-assessment and track-your-progress pages
well-loved characters from Oxford Reading for
Comprehension.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

6/06/2018 4:16 pm

Copy these sentences with capital

correct posture and grip instruction

size, spacing, fluency and legibility instruction

even slope guidance with a detachable slope card

opportunities to model and practise accurate letter
and number formation, and joining techniques

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

9 780190 312565

COLOURS USED: CMYK

DWRITING
HAN FOR
Assessment: letters that do not join

63

y Ljungdahl
Lesle
arch
Paul M

ISBN 978-0-19-031256-5

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

3

The series features:
•
•
•

•

I know which letters do not join.

My writing is neat and easy to read.

I hold my pencil correctly.

My writing has the correct, even slope.

from Oxford Reading for

55

Peer assessment

My letters are shaped correctly.

My letters and words are evenly spaced.

My letters are the correct size.

I use the correct joins.

OUTH WALES
NEW S

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

Fluency
Write a comment to assess each aspect of your handwriting.
  !   !” handwriting.
Then ask a peer to assess your
Next, complete the self-assessment

54

specific tips to aid correct formation of joins

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
self-assessment and track-your-progress pages

well-loved characters
Comprehension.

 

not this

this

DWRITING
HAN FOR

www.oxfordowl.com.au

LJU_HWNSWY2_12565_CVR1_5pp_PPS.indd 2-3

COLOURS USED: CMYK

The series features:
•
•
•

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

6/06/2018 5:31 pm

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

2

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

from Oxford Reading for

y Ljungdahl
Lesle rch
Ma
Paul

9 780190 312558
visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

LJU_HWNSWY1_12558_CVR_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

•

OUTH WALES
NEW S

ISBN 978-0-19-031255-8

9 780190 312619

TITLE: WIL_HWNSWY3_12572_CVR

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
self-assessment and track-your-progress pages
well-loved characters
Comprehension.

www.oxfordowl.com.au

ISBN 978-0-19-031261-9

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

COLOURS USED: CMYK

DWRITING
HAN FOR

correct posture and grip instruction
patterns to develop fluency

track, trace and copy opportunities to model and
practise accurate letter and number formation using
NSW Foundation Style handwriting

•
•

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

www.oxfordowl.com.au

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

1

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.
The series features:
•
•
•

•

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
self-assessment and track-your-progress pages

well-loved characters
Comprehension.

Free access to digital
activities, more than
100 practice worksheets,
plus assessment and
recording templates at:

OXFORD HANDWRITING

OXFORD HANDWRITING

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

The series features:
•
•

•

from Oxford Reading for

K

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

•

high-frequency words from the Oxford Wordlist
track-your-progress pages
well-loved characters
Comprehension.

OXFORD HANDWRITING

TITLE: LJU_HWNSWY1_12558_CVR

correct posture and grip instruction
patterns to introduce letter groups and develop
fluency
track, trace and copy opportunities to model and
practise accurate letter and number formation using
NSW Foundation Style handwriting

•
•

OXFORD HANDWRITING

COLOURS USED: CMYK

The series features:
•
•
•

OXFORD HANDWRITING

FORMAT: 217MM X 297MM

Handwriting for New South Wales develops
the building blocks of handwriting.

LJU_HWNSWYF_12619_CVR_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

OXFORD HANDWRITING

TITLE: LJU_HWNSWYK_12619_CVR

OXFORD HANDWRITING

WIL_HNSW_3_12572_CVR_2pp.indd 2-3

6/06/2018 5:25 pm

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

DAV_HWNSWY6_CVR_12602_4pp_PPS.indd 2-3

6/06/2018 5:27 pm

6/06/2018 5:29 pm

1

40

41

Helping students develop
a handwriting style

New Improved
Modern Cursive
Handwriting VIC

Handwriting activities
with cross-curricular
content

A structured and supportive approach to handwriting

Highly supportive resources for both teachers and students

The New Improved Foundation Handwriting for New South Wales series of workbooks provides a structured approach to handwriting, with full teacher support.

The New Improved Modern Cursive Handwriting for Victoria series of workbooks provides a structured approach to handwriting, with full teacher support.

y Structured to develop a legible and fluent handwriting style.
y Fold-in alphabet and slope card.

y Writing activities include cross-curricular content.
y Fold-out covers offer guidance for posture, grip, letter formation and slope.
y Full support is provided for teachers’ planning and student assessment.

Copy lines directly below each example provide a visual
model to support accurate letter formation.

Starting dots and direction
arrows are included for all
letters and numerals.

HANDWRITING

HANDWRITING

New Improved
Foundation
Handwriting NSW

Copy lines directly below each
example provide a visual model to
support accurate letter formation.

Explicit letter formation
and joining instructions.

Student Book 4.

Self-assessment.

42

9780725334666
$17.95

9780725334673
$17.95

9780725334680
$17.95

9780725334703
$17.95

9780725334710
$17.95

9780725334727
$17.95

9780725334697

Student Book 2.

9780725334598
$17.95

9780725334604
$17.95

9780725334611
$17.95

9780725334635
$17.95

9780725334642
$17.95

9780725334659
$17.95

9780725334628
$17.95
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Designed for years P – 6

for Victoria

Developed in Australia for
Australian students

Australia’s best-selling school reference resources
Firmly established as Australia’s best-selling school reference resources, Oxford’s Primary dictionaries and thesauruses are designed to encourage
students’ confidence in reading, writing and communication skills from the early years to upper primary.

Student Books Years P–2

DICTIONARIES

HANDWRITING

Providing a sequential approach to the development of
handwriting skills

DICTIONARIES

SERIES OVERVIEW

y Starting dots and direction arrows.
y Track, trace and copy opportunities for all
letters and numerals.
y A handy pull-out alphabet strip for both
school and home.

Dotted thirds defined
by colour.

Student Book 3.

A specific handwriting
skill page for each
letter of the alphabet.

Student Books Years 3–6
y Focus skill identified.
y A unique pull-out handwriting
desktop centre.
y Self-assessment on every page.

Starting dots and
direction arrows for all
letters and numerals.

Early

Oxford early primary dictionaries are informed by the Oxford Wordlist.

Middle

Oxford middle primary dictionaries are developed in collaboration with The Australian National Dictionary
Centre (ANDC).

Upper

Oxford upper primary dictionaries are developed in collaboration with The Australian National Dictionary
Centre (ANDC).

What is the Oxford Wordlist?
The latest Oxford Wordlist includes the 500 words most frequently
used by students when writing in their first three years of school.
The Oxford Wordlist is an integral feature of our early years
dictionaries and personal dictionaries.
To request a free Wordlist poster for your classroom and build your
own customised classroom wordlist, visit oxfordwordlist.com

Student Book P.

9780190310011
$12.95
9780195562194
$17.95
44

9780195562200
$17.95

9780195562217
$17.95

9780195562224
$17.95

9780195562231
$17.95

9780195562248
$17.95

9780190310028
$17.95

9780195562255
$17.95
45

Early Primary (ages 4–7)

Middle Primary (ages 8–10)

Oxford Australian First Dictionary

Australian Middle Primary Oxford Dictionary
The Australian Middle Primary Oxford Dictionary is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date middle primary dictionary,
covering all the latest words students need to know.

white
green
purple

yellow

■

UP-TO-DATE & NEW CONTENT

■

COMPREHENSIVE

■

GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING GUIDE

■

AGE LEVEL: 8–10

■

SUITABILITY: Middle primary school students

■

COVERAGE: More than 25,000 headwords

black
orange
grey

AUSTRALIAN

MIDDLE
PRIMARY

OXFORD
THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALI A N ENGLISH

DICTIONARY

pink

diamond
circle

triangle

The Australian National Dictionary Centre was
established in 1988. It conducts research into
Australian English and provides lexicographical
expertise to Oxford University Press Australia.

oval

star

ISBN 978-0-19-031194-0

square

le

9 780190 311940

rectang

visit us at: oup.com.au or
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

SECOND
EDITION

SECOND EDITION

2

AM
17 11:21

13/07/20

136
SI.indd

_ENDS_

D_09954

02_OX_F

9780190311940
$26.95

136

9780190309954
$22.95

SECOND EDITION
NSW, QLD, VIC and National editions available

y Designed to encourage students to expand their vocabulary and increase their confidence in reading and writing.
y Over 50 000 headwords with customised fonts so students can find words easily, plus alphabet edge indexes.
y Special panels offer related words to widen vocabulary and extend topic work.

FOURTH EDITION

y Ideal for writing across the curriculum.
y Helps children understand the use of reference tools through the
creation of their own simple versions.
y Uses state-specific handwriting fonts for practising handwriting skills.
y Includes phonics pages on short-vowel rhyming words.
y Provides special illustrated wordlists at the back of the book,
covering different themes in the curriculum.
y Includes all Oxford Wordlist 500 high-frequency words.

9780195551884
$27.95
9780190309985
$12.95

Australian Middle Primary Oxford Dictionary & Thesaurus
9780190309992
$12.95

y
y
y
y
y
y

National: 9780190309978 | $12.95
9780190310004
$12.95

Oxford Australian Junior Dictionary
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Over 25 000 headwords.
Alphabet edge indexes for clear signposting and easy navigation.
Words from the areas of science, environment, technology, current affairs, world events, politics, food, festivals and culture.
Word building and word usage boxes to develop grammar and language skills.
Example sentences to show words used in context.
Special study section with handy hints for spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Australian Middle Primary Oxford Thesaurus

My Personal Dictionary |

9780190309961
$27.95

y
y
y
y
y
y

DICTIONARIES

le

semicirc

4

DICTIONARIES

9:00
ck
nine o’clo

red
blue

SECOND EDITION

AUSTR ALIA’S
BESTSELLING
DICTIONARIES

pes
and sha
Colours

AUSTRALIAN MIDDLE PRIMARY

The perfect introduction to using a dictionary.
Over 1500 headwords and 300 full-colour illustrations.
Explicit identification of Oxford Wordlist words.
Complimentary online activity sheets to practise dictionary skills.
Additional illustrated section at the back with thematic
wordlists covering content such as colours, numbers
and shapes.

OXFORD DICTIONARY

y
y
y
y
y

y Extend your students’ dictionary skills.
y Over 4500 headwords and phrases and 400 colour
photographs and illustrations.
y Contains all Oxford Wordlist 500 words, identified by a star icon.
y Complimentary online activity sheets to practise dictionary skills.
y Special section at the back on grammar, spelling
and punctuation.
y Additional illustrated section at the back with thematic
wordlists covering content such as numbers, shapes, time,
seasons, fruit and vegetables, and parts of the body.

Over 11 000 dictionary headwords and thesaurus entries.
Alphabet edge indexes for clear signposting and easy navigation.
Simple respelling system to aid pronunciation.
Word origins are explained, while synonyms and antonyms are included within dictionary entries.
Word building boxes are included to develop students’ morphology skills.
Example sentences to show words used in context.

9780190311957
$26.95
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plural bins
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Oxford middle and upper Primary dictionaries are developed in collaboration with The
Australian National Dictionary Centre (ANDC), a joint Australian National University
and Oxford University Press ANZ project.
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Established in 1988, the ANDC is a centre of excellence and expertise for the study of
Australian English.
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Upper Primary (ages 10–12)
Australian Primary Oxford Dictionary

x 153mm

Spine 28.1mm

cross
curricular

CMYK + SPOT 282

Supporting learners across
the curriculum

FOURTH EDITION
AUSTRALIAN

AUSTRALIAN PRIMARY

OXFORD DICTIONARY

rd Dictionary fourth edition has been
o cover all the latest words middle
s need to know. Every headword
d in blue for easy recognition.
dy hints for spelling, grammar,

NTENT

ION & SPELLING GUIDE

ENT COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD

& UPPER PRIMARY

y
y
y
y

OXFORD
THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH

DICTIONARY

FOURTH
EDITION

he Australian National Dictionary Centre was
stablished in 1988. It conducts research into
ustralian English and provides lexicographical
xpertise to Oxford University Press Australia.

Over 14 000 headwords with clear definitions, plus alphabet edge indexes.
Simple respelling system to aid pronunciation.
Example sentences show words in context.
Labels indicate slang or other informal usage and provide notes that assist with difficult words.

WorldWise
A suite
of support for HASS, Science and Technologies

CROSS CURRICULAR

DICTIONARIES

N 14,000 HEADWORDS

PRIMARY

Explore the wealth of curriculum coverage and interactive content in Atlas+, and discover the new non-fiction Literacy series that supports the
teaching of Science.

ISBN 978-0-19-559743-1

4

9 780195 597431

visit us at: oup.com.au or
ntact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

FOURTH EDITION

2

9780195597431
$29.95

SERIES OVERVIEW

22/06/2016 11:37 am

Australian Primary Oxford Thesaurus

WorldWise

WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

SECOND EDITION

y
y
y
y

Helps students to build their word knowledge and writing skills.
Over 50 000 headwords with clear definitions.
Example sentences show words used in context.
Alphabet edge index on each page to assist students in locating a specific letter.

WorldWise

™

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Content-based Learning

Australian Integrated Primary Oxford Dictionary & Thesaurus

The only differentiated Atlas that caters to early, middle and upper primary students.
Supported by rich interactive content and quizzes.
Provides comprehensive coverage of the Science and Humanities and Social Sciences curricula for Years F–6.
Offers targeted support for the Technologies curriculum, including coding.

Content-based Learning

WorldWise

9780195510560
$33.95

y
y
y
y

y A series of non-fiction literacy texts for Years 2-6.
y Links to the Science curriculum (natural, physical and earth sciences).
y Research opportunities with Find out more and Think about boxes.

THIRD EDITION
AUSTRALIAN
INTEGRATED

AUSTRALIAN INTEGRATED PRIMARY

OXFORD DICTIONARY
& THESAURUS

ctionary & Thesaurus
designed for upper
tionary and thesaurus
sponding colour-coded
me page. This major
nd updated, with
t important areas of
es a comprehensive

ING GUIDE

NARY HEADWORDS

PRIMARY

OXFORD
THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH

DICTIONARY
& THESAURUS

THIRD
EDITION

Dictionary Centre was
onducts research into Australian
icographical expertise to
Australia.

4

ISBN 978-0-19-030268-9

9 780190 302689

isit us at: oup.com.au or
service: cs.au@oup.com

y Over 20 000 dictionary headwords and 10 000 thesaurus headwords.
y Combines a dictionary and thesaurus in a single easy-to-use volume, with corresponding colour-coded dictionary and
thesaurus entries on the same page.
y Contains a comprehensive grammar, punctuation and spelling guide.

y A series of 290 fiction and non-fiction titles across ten themes that support the teaching of a range
of subjects.
y Offers a consistent approach to teaching and learning, utilising strategies and skills that support usual
classroom practice.

THIRD EDITION

4
31/05/2016 10:19 am

9780190302689
$33.95

Australian Advanced Primary Oxford Dictionary
AUSTR ALIAN
A DVA NCED

PRIMARY

AUSTR ALIA’S
BESTSELLING
DICTIONARIES

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

OXFORD

DICTIONA RY

d Dictionary is a usercontaining more than
he essential reference

NT

hical features

words

Dictionary Centre was
onducts research into
provides lexicographical
versity Press Australia.

AUSTRALIAN
A D VA N CE D

PRIMARY

OXFORD
THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALI A N ENGLISH

DICTIONARY

ISBN 978-0-19-031935-9

SECOND EDITION

9 780190 319359

4

visit us at: oup.com.au or
r service: cs.au@oup.com

2

y Over 50 000 headwords, with each headword and derivative highlighted for easy recognition.
y Covers contemporary Australian terms and includes words from the areas of environment, technology, popular culture,
science, medicine, economics and food.
y Contains hundreds of encyclopaedic entries, including countries, historical figures and much more
y Appendices include a 32-page grammar and reference guide.

14/5/19 3:05 pm

9780190319359
$29.95
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More than maps

What does Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools look like in
the classroom?

CROSS CURRICULAR

CROSS CURRICULAR

Your essential HASS and STEM solution
Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools goes beyond a traditional atlas series by providing comprehensive coverage of the Science and Humanities
and Social Sciences curricula for Years F–6, integrated into one program. There is also targeted support for the Technologies curriculum.
The atlases:
y teach essential map-reading skills and feature world, continent and country maps
y contain high-interest topics explicitly linked to outcomes in the Science curriculum and the Humanities and Social Sciences curriculum
y use practical, inquiry-based activities and experiments to teach topics and to develop students’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills
y foster the application of humanities and STEM knowledge, concepts and skills within and across content areas to help students make
real-world connections
y are accompanied by a wealth of digital resources that support the Technologies curriculum, including interactives designed to develop authentic
design solutions and computational thinking across different subject areas
y can be used in tandem with OZBOX: Learning through Literacy to deliver comprehensive coverage of the HASS and STEM curricula, while supporting
students’ literacy skills via guided and independent reading.

1

Introduction
Evaluate students’ prior knowledge with the
pre-assessment ideas on the Teacher Dashboard.
Play the video relating to the topic as a class
introduction.

2

Whole-class or guided group work
Select some of the activities on the Teacher
Dashboard to explore as a class or within small groups.
Demonstrate digital interactives related to the topic.

Request Oxford Atlas+ digital samples at oup.com.au/atlas
The atlases can be used in guided reading as an information text; to explore map
references and grid lines in Maths; and during Inquiry Learning to explore the
various geographical and geological features of countries.
– Literacy Coordinator, Victoria

4

Assess
Implement suggested assessment activities
from the Teacher Dashboard to evaluate student
understanding and skill development.
View student quiz results on the Teacher Dashboard
to analyse student achievement and identify
trends. (Years 3–6 only)

3

Independent work
Allocate activities from the Teacher Dashboard for
students to do in pairs or small groups.
Assign a selection of relevant OZBOX cards to
students for deeper exploration of topics.
(Years 3–6 only)
Assign students independent work to develop their
research skills through questions and project work.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools F–2 book, Pages 36-37
50
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Student Resources
Print atlases
Case studies link maps to
real-world contexts.

Cross-references link to related
facts and concepts within
the atlas.

CROSS CURRICULAR

CROSS CURRICULAR

y Introduce, discover and explore essential map-reading skills.
y Contain world, continent, country and state maps, with case studies to help students explore the world.
y Provide high-interest topic spreads covering Science, History, Geography, Civics and Citizenship (Years 3–6), and Business and Economics (Years 5–6)
content from the Australian Curriculum.
y Contain updated world facts and statistics.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 3–4, physical and political map.

9780190310769
$33.95

9780190310776
$35.95

9780190310783
$36.95

Stunning visuals and clear
diagrams help engage students.

QR codes throughout the book
link to videos.
Oxford Atlas+ for Australian School 5–6, geography topic spread.

Explicit instruction helps to
develop spatial reasoning.

Clear progression of learning
concepts is matched to students’
developmental stages.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools F–2, basic mapping skills.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 5–6, advanced map-reading skills.
52
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Student Digital Resources

Teacher Resources

Oxford Atlas+ is the only Primary atlas series that gives digital access to students from years F-2 and 3-6. Resources include:

A suite of Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools online teaching resources can be found on Oxford Owl. A Teacher Dashboard is
available for each stage of the atlas. Resources include:

CROSS CURRICULAR

digital interactive maps for deeper exploration of geographical regions
mapping and skills interactives enrich and supplement the mapping skills section in the print books
digital Technologies interactives based on themes found within the atlases help develop computational thinking
links connect to high-quality videos
OZBOX cards can be assigned by teachers for further exploration of topics and concepts in the atlases (Years 3–6 only)
self-correcting quizzes help students test their knowledge and understanding (Years 3–6 only).
New

y explicit links to specific Australian Curriculum Science, History, Geography, Civics and Citizenship (Years 3–6 only), and Economics and Business
(Years 5–6 only) content descriptions
y professional support notes with teaching activities, ideas and experiments
y suggested pre-assessment and assessment activities
y videos, mapping skills interactives, interactive layered maps and Digital Technologies interactives for front-of-class teaching
y downloadable activity sheets and graphic organisers
y links to a selection of relevant OZBOX cards, with the ability to assign cards to students (Years 3–6 only)
y online tracking of student quiz results (Years 3–6 only).

CROSS CURRICULAR

y
y
y
y
y
y

Oxford Atlas+ is available in a range of purchasing
options and bundles. Contact your local Oxford
Primary Education Consultant to discover which
option will deliver the best results in your classroom.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools F–2, Student Dashboard.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 5–6, Teacher Dashboard.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 5–6, geo-skills interactive.
54

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 3–4,
activity sheet.

Oxford Atlas+ for Australian Schools 5–6,
teacher support notes.
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WorldWise

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

The home for Primary
professional resources

24 NEW TITLES!

Informative texts linked to the science curriculum

Assessment, instruction, independence. All in one place.

With each title clearly linked to the science curriculum, WorldWise is a high-interest non-fiction literacy program that encourages inquiry and
questioning, while extending knowledge in science and a range of STEM topics.

Oxford Owl is the home for Oxford Primary professional resources. Discover expert advice on a range of teaching topics, and a wealth of free
resources - everything you need to support your students’ learning both in the classroom and at home.

WorldWise teaches reading strategies simultaneously with natural, earth and physical science concepts. Lesson plans for each text establish a
reading focus with explicit links to the science curriculum.

Free resources include teacher notes, professional development videos, activity sheets, curriculum mapping, lesson planning,
answers to activities and more!

CROSS CURRICULAR

CROSS CURRICULAR

Content-based Learning

Non-fiction
for Years 2-6

Students will develop strategies and skills to read informative texts across a range of text types while they learn to become informative text writers.
WorldWise features:
y Links to the science curriculum (natural, physical and earth sciences).
y Content that will immediately engage students and reflect the diversity of the world students live in.
y Graphical devices and striking photographs to support the content.
y Research opportunities with Find out more and Think about boxes.
y Texts that introduce and revisit themes and concepts across the reading stages, and build on initial concepts with increasing complexity.
y A variety of text types.
y Free digital support with WorldWise Investigations, available at https://worldwisereading.com.au/worldwise-investigations/
Find out more at www.oup.com.au/worldwise

WorldW
ise
inform
a
tive
texts ar
e linke
d to
specific
curricu
lum
unders
tanding
s

You can also access any paid product subscriptions via Owl – once logged in, click on the product tile and you will go directly to your subscription.

Oxford Owl is free for teachers – all you need is an account.
Sign up today and explore what’s on offer!
www.oxfordowl.com.au/welcome

Explore your free Oxford resources today!
www.oxfordowl.com.au
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PLACES

ANIMALS

HEALTH AND SPORT

AUSTRALIAN STORIES

ART

HISTORY

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

PLACES
ANIMALS

FOOD

Gordon Coutts

Melanie Guile

TOPIC NAME
ANIMALS

FAMILY AND FRIENDS

by

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

CROSS CURRICULAR

by

ENVIRONMENT

of the

World

A Happy
Place

Each of the 290 books in the series is linked to one of ten themes, making it easy to choose books that support the teaching of a range of subjects and
topics. Use our handy ‘book picker’ online to find fiction and non-fiction titles that suit your needs and interests www.oup.com.au/explore-orfc

FANTASY

The

Continents

CROSS CURRICULAR

Research shows that a consistent, strategic approach is the key to successfully developing comprehension skills. To support Australian primary
school teachers in addressing the comprehension challenge, we have developed a new research-based guided reading program focusing on
the development of comprehension skills: Oxford Reading for Comprehension.

PLACES

PLACES

An Australian guided
reading program for
Years F–3

A World of

Reptiles
by

Nicolas Brasch

by

George Ivanoff

Ravi
What Ios d
Go At?

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

HEALTH AND SPORT

FANTASY

Can Help
You

HEALTH AND SPORT

Dentist

HEALTH AND SPORT

HEALTH AND SPORT

The

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

Sample titles from each theme - visit our website to see the complete range.

Get
Moving!
by Melanie Guile

by George Ivanoff

by

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

by

Carmel Reilly

illustrated by

Way
Lesley
Danson

Let’s Play!

Colourful
Festivals
of the

World

by
Gordon Coutts

The

New TV
by

Carmel Reilly
Nanette Regan

illustrated by

Happy
Diwali
By

by Vaishali Batra

FindiYnogur

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

by Cameron Macintosh

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

ART

Festival Foods

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Nicolas Brasch
Diego Funck

HISTORY
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ART

Lindsay Edwards

by

illustrated by

HISTORY

photography by

Campaign
for Captain

HISTORY

Gofood
r Us

Vaishali Batra

HISTORY

by Kathryn Muller

Holly Harper
Fatima Anaya

illustrated by

FOOD

FOOD

FOOD

I Eat
Noodles

by

FAMILY AND FRIENDS

FAMILY AND FRIENDS

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

Nicolas Brasch

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

Science
in the
G≤rden

AUSTRALIAN STORIES

Scott

HISTORY

Janine

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

ENVIRONMENT

by

Hot, Cold
and Wet
by

FOOD

-free
Waste ches
Lun

ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT

OXFORD READING FOR COMPREHENSION

illustrated by Richard Watson

Janine Scott

Guile
by Melanie
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Professional Resources
Maths and Science

Arts and Humanities

Connecting with Science Education

Mathematics in Early Childhood Education

Education in the Arts

Second Edition
Edited by Robyn Gregson
with Nathaniel Doidge
9780190309343
oup.com.au/gregson2e

Amy MacDonald
9780190305291
oup.com.au/macdonaldmece

Third Edition
Edited by Christine Sinclair, Neryl Jeanneret,
John O’Toole, & Mary Ann Hunter
9780195527940
oup.com.au/sinclair3e

New Edition

Challenging Mathematical Tasks

Open-Ended Maths Activities

Peter Sullivan
9780190303808
oup.com.au/cmt

Revised Edition
Peter Sullivan & Pat Lilburn
9780190304034
oup.com.au/oema

Maths Skills for Success at University

Teaching Mathematics: Foundations to
Middle Years

Kathy Brady & Tiffany Winn
9780190302931
oup.com.au/brady

60

New

Second Edition
Dianne Siemon, Kim Beswick, Kathy Brady, Julie
Clark, Rhonda Faragher, & Elizabeth Warren
9780195523829
oup.com.au/siemon2e

Investigating Mathematics, Science and
Technology in Early Childhood

Numeracy in Early Childhood: Shared
Contexts for Teaching and Learning

Amy MacDonald with John Rafferty
9780195529906
oup.com.au/macdonald

Agnes Macmillan
9780195567021
oup.com.au/macmillan

It’s Arts Play: Young Children Belonging,
Being and Becoming through the Arts
Judith Dinham & Beryl Chalk
9780190304515
oup.com.au/dinham

Play in Early Childhood Education:
Learning in Diverse Contexts

Teaching Humanities and Social Sciences
in the Primary School

Second Edition
Edited by Marjory Ebbeck & Manjula Waniganayake
9780190303211
oup.com.au/ebbeck2e

Fourth Edition
Ruth Reynolds
9780190311360
oup.com.au/reynolds4e

New Edition

Classroom Strategies
Classroom Management:
Engaging Students in Learning

Teaching, Learning and Assessment:
Steps Towards Creative Practice

Second Edition
Tim McDonald
9780195576351
oup.com.au/mcdonald2e

Charles Kivunja
9780195596359
oup.com.au/kivunja

Leadership: Contexts and Complexities in
Early Childhood Education

Learning to Teach: New Times,
New Practices

Second Edition
Manjula Waniganayake, Sandra Cheeseman,
Marianne Fenech, Fay Hadley, & Wendy Shepherd
9780190309367
oup.com.au/waniganayake2e

Second Edition
Gloria Latham, Mindy Blaise, Shelley Dole, Julie
Faulkner, & Karen Malone
9780195561791
oup.com.au/latham2e
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Professional Resources
Oxford Teaching Guides
Oxford Teaching Guides is a brand new series of how-to-teach books covering a wide range of mainstream issues in school teaching. Written by
authoritative authors, who have a wealth of knowledge and practical classroom experience, these guides cater for both experienced and new
teachers by covering a broad range of strategies.
oup.com.au/teachingguides
How to Teach Grammar
Bas Aarts, Ian Cushing Dr, & Richard Hudson
9780198421511

How to Assess Your Students:
Making Assessments Work for You
Andrew Chandler-Grevatt
9780198417927

How to Teach Everybody:
Strategies for Effective Differentiation
Ann Clucas
9780198417903

How to Teach Mathematics for Mastery
Helen Drury
9780198414094

How to Teach Even Better:
An Evidence-Based Approach

How to Create Great Lessons:
100 Tools for Planning

Geoff Petty
9780198414100

Gemma Bott
9780198417910

How to Enhance Your Mathematics
Subject Knowledge: Number and
Algebra for Secondary Teachers
Jemma Sherwood
9780198423263
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Highlights
WorldWise

The 2nd edition of this best-selling series explores key grammatical concepts
in line with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum: English, and helps
students connect grammar features to a writing purpose.

WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

A practical teaching program designed to support and engage primary
students who have fallen behind in maths by building their confidence
and bridging the gaps to success.

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

Non-fiction texts for middle-upper primary linked to the science curriculum.

Provides comprehensive coverage of the Science and Humanities and
Social Sciences curricula for Years F–6 across a suite of print and digital
resources, now with student dashboard for Years F–2.

HOW TO ORDER
Talk to your consultant today about
our great value pack options.
Find your local Education Consultant
today oup.com.au/contact

SHOP ONLINE
Visit oup.com.au to order using a
credit card or school account.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
oup.com.au/help
Free Tel: 1300 650 616

ISBN 978-0-19-032938-9

9 780190 329389

